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The Message From Vancouver:

The Hope
·is Real

by Pete Knightson
Contributing Writer
ost of the-regulars at the
After Dark nightclub know
her as "Aunt Judy," or
"that nice lady in the window." At 65, Judy Spaulding is more
than twice the.age of many of the customers who come to the popular nightclub, but she's glad to find ·acceptance
among the twenty-somethings she
greets every weekend.
·
Spaulding grew up in a town far from
Monterey and even farther from the life
she knows today.
Raised in Indiana, she was the ·
youngest of the four children. Her family lived on a farm an~ owned the country grocery store in a town that was little
more than a crossroad on a lonely stretch
of highway.
"Conservative, White, and Protestant" is how Spaulding describes
Banquo, a town of 30. The regional
school housed 100 kids in grades 1-12.
She was one of four in her graduation
class.
Spaulding knew she was gay at a
very early age. At 9, she knew that boys
"were great to play basketball with, but
I knew I wasn't interested in them
beyond that."
After graduation, her love of ·sports
took her across a 6 state area of the midwest playing in a semi-pro softball
league called the "Marion Queens"
(Spaulding laughs and assure me that,
no, she isn't joking). It was while playing
in the softball league that she first met
other lesbians.
The difficulties -of gay life in those
years ~eem unthinkable given the freedom gays and lesbians now enjoy.
Spaulding recounts how the bar in
Indianapolis had red lights inside which
were turned on whenever a patrol car
was in the vicinity. Police raided the club
r.egularly and anyone caught touching
was immediately arrested on sodomy
charges.
To avoid the possibility of arrest, the
women in the softball league found
other ways to date. "I would drive the
car around all night," said Spaulding,
"so they could make out in the backseat."
Spaulding' s ·days as a chauffeur eventually gave way to _a 23-year relatio_n ship
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and the (Reality) Check is
in the Mail
by Walt Senterfitt
Special to The Paper
ost readers have heard a lot by
now about the Xlth International
Conference on AIDS in
Vancouver and most have probably been affected by the strong message of
new hope that was conveyed by the mass
media and returning delegates. Many have
also raised skeptical eyebrows, along with
questions like: "We've heard all this excitement several times before, with AZT, then
ddI, then AZT+3TC. Is it really different this
time?" "Completely suppressing HIV may be
possible for those with brand new infections,
but what about those with already-advanced
disease?" "How many of us are going to be
able to afford all these new treatments and
tests?"
In my view, the hope is very well foundedxand so are the doubts and questions.
Here's a summary of what I see are the five
major reasons ·for new hope and the five
major cautions.

M

with a woman she met while playing
softball. Despite the stability of their
relationship, finding a place to settle
down was far from easy. In sharp contrast to the rosy images of the 50' s portrayed on television, gays were not welcome in most parts of the country.
Spaulding told of how some women
who lived together and were discovered
to be lesbian ;'lost family, friends, and
jobs."
·
Spaulding relocated to San Diego in
19751 then moved to Hawaii for six
years. She returned to the mainland in
1981 and eventually moved to Monterey - Top: Judy Spaulding's high school graduation photo. Below:
care for her nephew Michael, who died Spaulding at the After Dark's 1996 New Year's Eve Party.
of AIDS three years ago.
gay community, including the split
Spaulding's social life doesn't include between younger and older gays.
searching for another partner. "I would
Three hip replacements haven't
rather have good friends than a relation- slowed Spaulding down. She still wakes
ship," said Spaulding. "I can live by up at dawn to make it to her day job in
myself and be very happy."
Carmel, then comes back to Monterey to
Having witnessed firsthand the •work at the After Dark on the weekends.
many changes within the local gay "I appreciate the way people accept me
scene, Spaulding sees the need for find- and respect me. I think this world could
ing some common ground between the get along much better if everyone acted
many factions that comprise the local
11
that way." See ACTING" pg. 4

Five Good Reasons To·Be Hopeful
1. We have a number of effective new
antiviral drugs to use as elements of combination therapy: indinavir (Crixivan), ritonavir
(Norvir), saquin~vir (lnvirase), and nevirapine (Viracept) approved in the past six
months. Several more protease inhibitors and
other antivirals are near the end of the
pipeline, Some of which look at least as
promising as those on this list. Furthermore,
we don't have to rely on a few small studies
with highly selected populations for our optimism.
Reports at the conference gave us encouraging data from dozens of trials of various
combinations of these and older drugs. It's
also easier to take the hopeful_data for good
coin, when many of us have seen ourselves or
friends doing dramatically better with the
new combinations. (Nearly :30,000 PWAs in
the US have begun taking Crixivan, usually in
combinations, since it became available.)

See 0 HOPE" pg. 17 >-
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Letters to the Editor
On Piercing, Poking

Gay
Age
'Afew

&· India Ink

issues •
· back I ran
a column
in which
the writer noted that
On the phone even at 6 months.
gay people seem to
"vanish" from gay society after reaching a certain age, typically around 45 or 50.
Perpetuating the "Menudo" syndrome of self-enforced
social retirement in the gay community deprives twentysomethings of the historical perspective that older gays
and lesbian have to offer, wisdom often born of persona,!
hardships. In the same way, older men and women begin
to loose touch with the rapid social and political changes
within our community by refusing to venture outside of
·
their social circle.
Failing to heed the lessons of the past and the examples
set by those today due to either a lack' of opportunity or
lack of respect only takes us one step closer to returning to
an era of oppression and fear. For this community to prosper, it must be united in its efforts.

AGay Voice on the MCAP Board
I joined the board of directors 9f the Monterey County
AIDS Project (MCAP) in July. Pleas~ feel free to approach
me· at any time with questions or comments - be it at my
favorite spot beside the firepit at the After Dark or behind
a grocery cart at Nob Hill.
If you're happy with the way things are running, I'd
love to hear it. If you're displeased with MCAP's services,
help us find a solution. If you or someone you know
receives MCAP services, it's vital that you make your
opinions known so that MCAP can provide the type of service and education efforts you expect.
MCAP needs to fill five empty seats on its board. If you
are interested in ending the AIDS epidemic or ensuring
that MCAP clients receive the best possible service, call me
at 655-3756 for information on how to receive an application. People who are HIV+ are especially encouraged to
join.

Dear Editor,
I'm dismayed by the revelation that violent "body modification" is considered self-identification within the gay community. It
seems "body modification" is a
sanitized, politically correct
euphemism for self-mutilation.
That our families, our neighbors,
our society would ostracize us for
our sexual orientation is violence
enough.
!he idea that body piercing
and tattooing denote membership in "the gay tribe" is fallacious.
This form of self-expression has
been adopted by the heterosexual
community, as well. So what is
the common factor for those who
choose to pierce, prod and ink?
One would think, rebellion:
It's a statement of self-definition,
self-choice, self-will. And through
such modification, the person
becomes part of a group that does
the same. But if we ·choose to
place our belonging to a group
that, by it's definition, denotes
itself through such violent means,
what, exactly, do we belong to?
For years, feminists and. other
humanitarian groups have been
fighting to stop female genital
mutilation in the eastern hemisphere.
Alice
Walker's
"Possessing the Secret , of Joy"

-

787 laine St. #5
Monterey, CA 93942
(408) 6SS·37S6
wes@mbay.net

The Paper is dropping the HIV/ AIDS page. We will,
however, continue to provide topical HIV news as long as
it is of a fairly general nature, i.e., home HIV testing kits.
If you would like to see HIV/ AIDS page continue, send
in an article on a subject related to how HIV is affecting
Monterey County's gays by the next deadline.

Fringe Benefits for Contributors
While The Paper can't pay you for your articles and
other contributions (The Herald doesn't either so we're not
too far out of step), we can offer you something sweet in _
return. If you know of an upcoming event you would like
to cover for The Paper, we may be able to get you in for free.
Our writers attended Wigstock and the International
AIDS Conference free of charge. The only catch is that you
have to follow through by submitting your article on time.

-Wes Kashiwagi, Publisher
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chronicles one character's journey
through the voluntary surgical
removal of her external genitalia a brutal ritual surgery she seeks
for a sense of belonging to her
·
tribe.
I asked one pierced and tattooed heterosexual woman what
the difference is between her
wounds and that of a West
African woman's infibulated vagina. Her response startled me: "my
tattoo and my piercings were chosen by me ... it's what I chose to
do."
Given that we are looking for
the freedom to love whomever we
choose to love, to be exactly and
entirely who we are, then why is
there this movement away from
love and self-acceptance? Why
Sado-Masochism? Why control
and domination? Isn't this exactly
the method of our exile?
It is a sad paradox that association with domination is how so
many are qioosing to define the
"gay tribe".' Even worse, we are
choosing to prove the prejudices
to be true.
- Stephanie Baylus, Monterey

Send your comments to "Letters to
the Editor", 787 Laine St. #5
Monterey, CA 93940. or e-mail them
to wes@mbay.net
All submissions become the property
of The Paper and may be edited for
length and content without prior
notification •of the sender. We want to
know what you think of The Paper,
and our psychic powers are waning. .

------------

Our Ad Rates
Business Cards ...$20.
1 / 8 page .. .. . .. .$40.
1 / 4 page ...... . .$80.
1/2 page .. .... .$150.
Full page .......$250.
Back Cover ..... $275.
• Community Listings ...Free
• Personal Ads .........Free
• Classifieds: 10 cents a word

All advertisers are
featured on
Monterey's Gay Homepage
on the World Wide Web
7,500 visitors as of Sept. 12th
http:l/www.mbay.net/-wes/montereyl

Subscription Form
on the Back Page

Mission Statement

Erratta

To inform and give voice to the concerns of lesbian, gay, bi~exual, and
transgender groups and individuals of Monterey County in order to
contribute to the growth, stability, and cohesiveness of that community to the benefit of all its members.

The Paper strives to provide accurate information to the gay community, but sometimes we make mistakes. The prices for HIV testing at the
Clinica de Salud health clinics were incorrect; the actual price is $16.63.
There are also two additional offices: one in Castroville (10561 Merritt
St. 633-1514) and a second clinic in Salinas (950 Circle Dr. 757-6237). All
C.S.V.S. clinics are bilingual (Spanish-English). The Community
Calendar will be checked more thoroughly starting with this edition.

Submissions Pohcy

-

© Wes Kashiwagi 1996 All Rights .Reserved

Changes to The Paper

Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily
those of The Paper. Ownership of all submissions reverts to the originator upon publication. All submissions are subject to review and may
be edjted for length or content. Letters, faxes, and e-mails sent to The
Paper are wiU be considered the property of The Paper and may appear
be published without the consent of the sender.

"

Big Misunderstanding of the Month
"At least you can alawys fall back on your job at The Paper."
- After Dark patron after learning that The Paper's publisher has been
unemployed for 8 month (the first 6 by choice).

. House representative Brian P. Bi1bray (R-CA) intro.;
duced a new a job discrimination bill that would protect
transgendered persons. , The Workplace Fairness Act
(H;.R. 3784) bypasses the usual "laundry listr' of protected classes: race, religion, ~ex, etc. Instead, it simply
. states that people would be protected from workplace
discrirrµnation for any reason not affecting job performance. The bill is co-sponsored by outed gay Reps.
Gunderson and Kolbe among others, and is considered
by some to be groundbreaking in its simplicity.
Said Dana Priesing, GenderPAC's Congressional
Advocacy Coordinator: "The Workplace Fairness Act is
an important first step towards -outlawing all discrimination if a person is a competent and effective employee, and it's the first bill we've seen which covers transpeople and genderqueers. To let your Congressional
representative know you support the Workplace
Fairness Act, call 202-225-3121 and ask to speak to the
representative for your district."

·
Monterey's Gay Website
.
· · http:/ /www.mbay.net/-wes/monterey / -
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DOMA Passes, ENDA Fails
Boxer and Feinstein Vote Pro-Gay; Rice Tossing Protests Planned
by Wes Kashiwagi
Contri~uting Writer
alifornia Senators Diane
Fienstein and Barbara
Boxer both voted against
the anti-gay marriage
Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) in
a Senate vote September 11th.
Both senators voted for the
Employment Non-Discrimination
Act (END A) later the same. day,
which may gay activists consider
the more important bill in terms of
ensuring gay civil rights protection.
DOMA, which would deny federal recognition of same-sex marriages and' let states refuse to sanction such unions licensed in other
states, passed 85-14 in the Senate
and now mqves to President Clinton
to be signed into law. Clinton has
promised to sign the bill once it
reaches his desk.

C

The 0 Traditional Family"
Republican · justification
of
DOMA relied heavily on arguments
for maintaining the status quo. "The
traditional family has stood for
5,000 years," Gay marriage "flies in
the face of the thousands of years of
experience about the social stability
that traditional marriage has afford-

ed civilization," said Sen. Robert
Byrd, D-W.Va.
The bill is seen by Democrats as a
blatantaly political response to the
approval of legal same-sex marriages in Hawaii (expected to clear

~'We will show the
wo_rld that gay and
lesbian marriage is about
. one thing - love."
-Michael Petrelis
S.F. Rice Tossing Rally Organizer

the courts in 1997) since DOMA's
legality is question. "The bill violates a constitutional requirement
that states must recognize legal contracts in other states," said Sen.
Carol Moseley-Braun, D-Ill

Tossing Rice in Protest
San Francisco gays and lesbians
will have held a rally protesting the
passage of DOMA by the time The
Paper goes to press. A mass rice tossing will be held in Harvey Milk
Plaza at the comer of Castro and

Market, September 13th at 7 p.m.
-"We will show the world that gay
and lesbian marriage is about one
thing - love. Our message to the
President and the American public
is that now is the time to grant equal
marriage rights to gay and lesbian
Americans. After all, there aren't a
limited number of marriage licenses
in America," said rally organizer
Michael Petrelis.

Equal Protection Denied
ENDA was originally intended to
by a rider on DOMA, but
Republican senators were able to
move it to a separate vote.
"A gay person.can legally be fired
simply for being gay in 41 states,"
David M.Smith, HRC communications director, "Eighty-five percent
of Americans who agree that job discrimination against gay men and
lesbians is wrong."
ENDA would have prohibited
quotas, and would not apply to religious organizations, small businesses, and the military.
The Senate vote on the measure
marked the first time in the history
of the United States that Congress
has voted on a civil rights bill that
would include lesbian and gay
Americans.

Anti-Gay CA Marriage Bills Die in Session
acramento, CA: The 1995- California's Lesbian/ Gay and AIDS
1996 session of the California Lobby based in Sacramento. "Three
legislature closed without bills and every trick in the book - it
the passage of an anti-gay was an exhausting battle."
Declaring victory. this year doesmarriage bill despite the unrelenting
n't
mean it's over though, McBride
efforts of conservative Republicans.
Three bills attempted to block recog- warned. Next year will see a return
nition of same-gender marriage in of anti-gay marriage bills in
California: AB 19~2 and AB 3227, California.
"We couldn't have done it withboth authored by Assemblymember
Pete Knight (R -Palmdale) and SB ,out the help of community leaders
2075 by Senator Haynes (R - and the grass roots efforts of everyone who wrote, called, faxed, eRiverside).
"We dodged the bullets this mailed and lobbied their legislatime," said Laurie McBride, tors," added Ellen McCormick,
Executive -Director of LIFE, LIFE' s Legislative Advocate. · "Now

S
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we have an opportunity to begin
organizing for next year."
McBride concluded with a
request, "If you have one more letter
in you, please write legislators who
stood with us and thank them, especially Assemblymembers Kuehl and
Migden, Assembly Minority Leader
Richard Katz, and Senate Pro Tern
.
Bill Lockyer."
Analysts said that the community's success next year against antigay marriage bills will be determined by the outcome of California
Assembly and Senate races.

-
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is Looking for Articles on Lesbian Issues
Written by Lesbians. Call 655-3756.
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ArrORNEY AT LAW

2100 GARDF.N ROAD
BUil.DlNG B, SUITE C 301

(408) 644-9855
FA){: (408) 649-3650

MON'l'EREY. CA 93940

CAROL W. THOMPSON, EA
TAXpayer ADVOCATE

Tax Preparation • ·Appeals
Audits • Collection Problems
Admitted to Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service

140 We$t Franklin St., Suite 206

Monterey, California 93940

. (408) 373-0553
FAX: (408) 373-5533
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Cuts&.. Styling•, Color• perms
Wigs • Make-up • Waxing

655-2313
321 Alvarado St.. Ste. C
Monterey. CA 93940

Gary Tosta
Owner-Stylist

Open 6 days a week
Monday - Saturday
.___ _....____, Early morning and late evenings by appointment

.,., .,· ~,,_ -~ -,: The Paper isJooking for information 01t,!ocal Bed & Breakfasts - Send your·comments in today! ,_
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Tom Tanner ·
Certified Massage Practitioner

753-0149

first hand.
Walton quietly recounted how her supervisor at a
ary Davis and Anneka Walt-0n's com- past job began harassing her after finding out she was
Licensed Marriage & Family Therapist
mitment to one another has spanned 13 a lesbian. After promising herself that she would
years. Even to the casual observer, the never face that situation again, Walton strode·into her·
Psychotherapy for individuals & couples
love these two extraordinary women next job interview and said to the interviewer, "Look,
share
quickly
becomes apparent. They gently chided I want to tell you that I'm a lesbian. I want you to
27875 Berwick Dr., Ste. D,
each
other
throughout
the interview with The Paper, know if that bothers you, because if it does I'll walk
Carmel, CA 93923
and
were
never
short
of
smiles or laughter over the out that door right now." The interviewer paused a
#MFCZ4524
648-4405
stories they were being asked to share about their moment to soak it all in, then said, "I want to tell you
relationship and their lives in Monterey.
about my aunt..." Walton hasn't experienced any
Before meeting through a mutual homophobia at work since.
friend, Davis, 55, and Walton, 59, lead
When the Walton ·and Davis moved to Monterey,
very different lives.
lesbian life in Monterey was active but secretive.
Davis has never been married and
Mary frequented Joanie's on Broadway in Seaside
was active in the lesbian community (site of Jose's Restaurant now) which was the only
from an early age (" A dyke since I was lesbian bar. It offered "pool tables, a jukebox, and
4!"). Walton was married until leaving Nancy Stapina."
her husband at·age 43. She has 8 children
Both women joined in the storytelling sessions
and 13 grandchildren from her marriage, offered by the YWCA, which women found to be a
of whom she and Mary are very proud.
safe place. Here they listened to Kate Miller and othAcceptance of the couple's relation- ers talk about women's history and personal stories
ship among Walton~ s children was like that of Lily the lighthouse keeper.
immediate. Indeed, one of Walton's ·
The couple shared their recommitment ceremony
daughters named her child after Mary, with dozens of friends and relatives 4 years ago, after
an act of love which still brings tears to which they offered communion ("The pastor said it
Davis' eyes.
would be all or none; it was all."). They have also
· Life for lesbians in the 50' s and 60' s added their names to a national registry of gay couWhere the gojl tilftC\~egin
was not nearly as welcoming. Davis' ples in Washington. When asked if they would legalrecalls how when she moved to ly marry once the laws are passed in Hawaii in 1997,
is the Monilex,fe~
California, it was illegal for women not Walton said, ~'in a heartbeat."
1
lnternationtJI Gd y-@f~ ., ·'·" · ·
to wear at least 3 pieces of
When asked why their relationship has lasted,
"female" clothing. "We were very cre- both women were quick to re~pond: "I have more
'li;:R
ative," said Davis. Complying with this than I've ever dreamed about," said Walton, turning
statute was particularly difficult given to look at Davis, "She's just a wonderful person."
the lesbian "uniform" of the time: a pack Davis responded "I'm with you forever." And
of cigarettes rolled up in the sleeves of a Walton finished the sentence, laughing, "Like it or
turtleneck, tight black jeans, .penny- not!"
loafers with white socks, and topped off
by slicked down duck tail ("D.A.") haircut.
t age 62, Chuck Nesbett of Pacific Grove
. Walton remembers visiting her brothhas seen his share of change within the
..- Mr. leather
Make FourWinds Travel
er in San Francisco in 1956, before she
gay community. Nesbitt came out of the
out
of
the
closet.
He
lived
in
an
came
..- Lesbian Cruises
·closet
at the height of the 70' s gay revoluyour one stop bu$iness
apartment over a gay bar, and one night tion after leaving a 22 year marriage.
..- Gay Cruises
or leisure travel _
pointed to the patrons, all dressed in the
"I didn't know a lot about what [being gay] was all
..- African Adventures
black, and said, "Those people have to about," said Nesbett, chuckling over the at times
headquarter$.
..- Leisure Travel
be very careful because someone might bewildering process of coming out. "I didn' f know
hurt them [for being who they are]."
there were normal 'perverts.'"Like many from his
..- Eco Travel
_ Brotherly advice hasn't stopped generation, he was taught that gays and lesbians
..- Business Travel
Walton from being unabashedly out, nor were social misfits or mentally disturbed.
The Barnyard·
ha~ experiencing homophobic prejudice
Nesbitt grew up in a very conservative family,
0

JOAN MORTENSEN, M.A.
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ACTING" continued from Page 1
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We're here!
We're Gay Friendly! We're Proud!
Monterey Peninsula, get used to it.!
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,,.: ~ : ·The Paper wishes Salinas gay activist extraordinaire Sara Rittenhouse a fond farewell. Good luck ·in S.F. ·and Cannes! . ~ . ~

where being gay was "unthinkable."
Despite having a father who managed
movie palaces in Chicago, Nesbitt-grew
up with no notion of what gay . people
looked like or -how they behaved. In a
refrain familiar to many in the gay community to this day, Nesbitt said, "I
thought I was the only one like me."
Like many of his peers, Nesbitt's life
followed a predictable path. He went to
military school, where he shared a dorm
with "Wild, Wild West" star Robert
Conrad, then to co_llege at Harvard. After
colleg.e he joined the military and was sent
to the Defense Language Institute in 1957,
the height of the gay witchhunts by the
National Security Agency. "It was terrible
what they did to those kids," said Nesbitt,
recalling how 17-18 year old Marines suspected of being gay were humiliated in
front of their peers, their insignias tom off
their uniforms and their luggage thrown
into the street.
The genuine fear over the being discovered as gay kept Nesbitt in the closet until
1976, when he separated from his wife
after 20 years of an ostensibly perfect marriage.
. Nesbitt moved from Minneapolis to
Chicago, where he worked as a strategic
planning and marketing consultant. The
fast-paced life of consulting prepared him

volunteer police sergeant in the Village
_where he became known as "th~ only cop
in New , York City to walk his beat
whistling Rimsky-Korsakov). Eighty-five
percent of his fellow officers in th~ volunteer squad were also gay.
Nesbitt recounts being on a date in the
Village and coming across a particularly
grisly scene: a man, later discovered to be ·
closet homosexual, had driven through
the Village firing a machine gun, wounding 11 and killing 2. Nesbitt and his -date '
rounded a comer to find two men riddled
with bulletholes.
At the beginning of the 80's, death took
on a different guise in New York's gay
community. AIDS swept through leaving
few untouched. Nesbitt served as a buddy
for the Gay Men's Health Crisis for 4
years, where he met its founder, Larry
Kramer, whom he characterizes was one
of the 'Daniel- Boones' of the gay community "blazing trails for people like me to
follow."
The experience of losing _his GMHC
buddies and 2 of his best friends put
Nesbitt in a funk. He moved to West
Hollywood in 1989 after an early retirement, then to Monterey 3-1 / 2 years ago .
Nesbett, who lives alone, says he had
drifted back into the closet. "Although I'm
available!" he added, laughing. Like
many older gay men, the
clubs and bars hold little
interest for him. "Being
gay becomes academic; I
think you develop resignation to living with
yourself." Despite this _
self-imposed separation
from the local gay community, Nesbitt can
hardly be called a homebody. He recently hosted
a meeting of the
Peninsula Professional
Network, and fills his
time with friends, working two jobs and church
activities.
Nesbitt is working on
developing a TV series
based on his life in New
York. "Citizen Cop" was
developed· with the help
of a professional screenwriter. The 2-hour pilot
and six 1-hour episodes
deal with a banker who
works on Wall Street
during the day and
walks a beat as a policeman at night. Nesbitt
Chuck Nesbett in full unifoJl]i at 44. Nesbett served as a volunteer police sargeant in
New York City.
·
has sent the script _to
Gregory Harrison, who
for his next move in 1979 to Manhattan.
he would like to see play the title role.
Once in New York, Nesbitt took,a leadNesbitt readily agrees that his life, like
ing role in the gay community, co-found- so many in the gay community, has been
ing several groundbreaking organizations "ordinary but extraordinary." To illustrate
including the Frontrunners running the multifaceted nature of his life, he tells
group (Nesbitt ran 6-12 miles daily), an the story of how a colleagues' curiosity
outdoor adventure group, a political about his dressing habits perfectly
action committee, a social and networking summed up his life in New York. The man
group for gay bankers, and the Human turned to Nesbitt in the office elevator one
Rights Campaign Fund, one of the first day and asked, "I saw you leave the office
in a tuxedo and get into a limousine last
gay rights organizations to emerge.
Despite the flowering of the gay move- night, this morning I saw you arrive in a
ment, life was anything but safe for out jogging suit, at noon you were in a threegays. Among Nesbitt' s many contribu- piece suit, and now you're in a police unitions to the -community was a stint as a form. Who are you really?"
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Seasons" Wool Ultimate. 100% Cashmere Pillow
Top, Inner-Tufted, Patented Conforma Foam,
edge support, Posturized Coil System. Covered
in a Belgian Damask. All resting and supported
by an 8-way h~nct tied boxspring.

. Queen $1899 • King $2499
BONUS #1
DELIVERY

FREE

(W/ PURCHASE OF ANY

SPRING AIR SETS

BONUS #2
SETUP

FREE DISPOSAL
OF NEW BED
OF OLD BED

MATTRESS GALLERY
844 Playa Avenue • Sand City
393-2337 or 393-BEDS

BONUS #3

FREE

BED FRAME
(W/ PURCHASE OF ANY

SPRING AIR SETS

90 Days
Same as
Cash

O.A.C.

!v1sA· i ·
MIERICAN
RSS

-

~.
.

~

Between Costco &Marshalls in the Sand Dollar Shopping Center • Mon-Fri 10-7 • Sat 10-6 • Sun 11-5
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Past Out:

Wade, one court coming out could have made the difference
· of appeals held in Powell's vote. Indeed, in 1990, Powell
that sexual activi- indicated that, upon further reflection, he
ty in private regretted his vote in the case.
between consentThe ruling in Bowers v. Hardwick was
ing adults was handed down on June 30, 1986, just one
protected by .the day after gay and lesbian pride celebraConstitution from tions took place in major cities across
government America. The reaction among the orgainterference. The nized gay and lesbian.community was one
Attorney General of outrage, and was one the major factors,
such laws have rarely been enforced, and of Georgia, right-wing Republican Michael along with the government's sluggish
By David Bianco
arrests have almost never been made with- Bowers, appealed the case to the Supreme response to the AIDS crisis, in the decision
Contributing Writer
out complicating factors such as .coercion Court in order to defend his state's sodomy to call for a March on Washington in
October 1987.
Why do more than 20 states still have or sex with a minor. So when Michael law.
ban
applies
to
sameGeorgia's
sodomy
Hardwick
was
arrested
for
sodomy
in
sodomy laws?
Did Bette Midler really get her start by
Georgia in 1982, gay and lesbian activists sex .and opposite-sex couples, including
married heterosexuals, and Hardwick's singing in a_gay bathhouse? ·
latched
onto
the
case
even
though
the
June 30, 1996 marks the 10th anniverattorneys found ·a married Georgia couple,
sary of the devastating d~cision by the charges were soon · dropped. Hardwick' s
"John and Mary Doe," who claimed that
Indeed she did. In the early 1970s,
United States Supreme Court in the case of case seemed tailor-made to show how
the
sodomy
law
invaded
their
privacy
as
Midler
was a featured performer at the
Bowers v. Hardwick, in which the Court . sodomy laws violate a person's privacy: a
~he
Supreme
Court
quickly
rejectwell.
But
Continental
Baths in New York City, where
held that sodomy laws were constitutional. police officer intent on serving a warrant
ed their claim, and ruled on the narrower her popularity reached beyond the men
entered
Hardwick'
s
bedroom
and
arrested
Before the Hardwick case, civil rights
question of, in the words of the majority who had sex in the cubicles and playrooms
attorneys had spent nearly a decade look- him after observing him engaged in mutu- opinion, "whether the Federal Constitution
of the upper floors of the bathhouse.
ing for an ideal case with which to chal- al oral sex with another man.
confers a fundamental right upon homo- Straight and gay audience members in full
Influenced by the right to privacy estab- sexuals to engage in sodomy and hence
lenge the constitutionality of laws forbidevening dress would sit in the basement
ding sodomy. In the last several decades, lished by previous cases including Roe v.
invalidates the laws of the many . dance floor/ theater and watch Midler sing
States that still make such conduct and camp it up, sometimes accompanied
illegal and have done so for a very by Barry Manilow -at the piano.
Take some time
long time."
Particularly after 1the favorable comments
Justice Byron White (succeeded of Rolling Stone in 1973, watching Midler
to join other
in 1993 by Rtith Bader Ginsberg) at the Continental Baths came to epitomize
penned the 5-4 majority opinion, chic decadence, and hundreds of New
sexually active
which used sweeping, derisive Yorkers would line up for the chance to
language to mock the idea that watch "the Divine Miss M" perform (and ,.
guys to discuss
gay Americans have a right to sex- to gawk at handsome young men in towels
ual privacy in their homes. Judge at the same time).
and share ways
Harry Blackmun' s dissent strongHer popularity at the Continental
ly disagreed, arguing that helped her land a guest spot on the Tonight
to turn up the
"depriving individuals of the Show, and Midler was soon starring in fearight to choose for themselves ture films, including The Rose (1978) in
heat in sexual
how to conduct their intimate which she did a lesbian scene. Midler also
relationships poses a far greater . performed at gay and lesbian pride celesituations.
threat to the values most deeply brations, most notably at New York City's
rooted in our Nation's history 1973 pride rally, in which she helped
than tolerance of nonconformity smooth over tensions between two segcould ever do."
ments of the gay and lesbian community.
But these two opinions don't Some drag queens were furious at lesbian
tell the whole story of the ruling feminist Jean O'Leary's speech attacking
in Bowers v. Hardwick. When the transvestites for mocking women, and
case first came before the mem- Midler's performance of "You Got to have
bers of the Court in April, 1986, Friends" aimed to appease the ruffled
there were four justices who con- feathers.
·
Whether long term
sidered sodomy laws unconstituBut Midler has had a mixed relationship
partners or one night
tional and four who thought them with the .gay and lesbian community, partotally legitimate. In the middle , ticularly given some of her statements
stands, you'I_I learn
was Lewis Powell, Jr., a moderate reported by the media. In 1976,. she denied
jurist who in several previous . having gay fans and told the Chicago
ways to give your man
cases had sought compromises Tribune that she "wouldn't know a homomemories that will last
between extreme , positions. sexual if [she] saw one." She also told
Powell initially indicated support Vanity Fair in 1987 that she felt sorry for
a long time.
for overturning the sodomy laws, what she considered to be her contribution
but was ultimately convinced by to the spread of AIDS by performing at a
From romance and
Chief Justice Warren Burger to bathhouse: "I was helping to make it seem
with Frank Strona
switch his vote. In the meantime, fun."
seduction to toys and
Powell received heavy pressure
Still, Midler has performed at a nµmber
Scarlet Letter Services
from both sides among his law of AIDS fund-raising events, and 'is widely
fetishes, this is
clerks, including a conservative considered a gay icon for her campy sensiTHE forum for-all guys
Mormon and a liberal, somewhat- bility. She remains one of the most popular
, closeted gay man. ·
targets for impersonation by drag performof every persuasion to
Powell's gay clerk on several ers.
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
occasions considered coming out
compare and exchange
to his boss, but instead settled for
Location to be announced
David Bianco, M.A., te-aches gay and lesbian
techniques.
an impassioned argument in history and politics at the Institute of Gay and
favor of sexual ·freedon;i. In light Lesbian Education in West Hollywood. If
::,
·,· ·'. · ~
...
of Powell's remark after the deci- there's anything about the history of gays
sion that he didn't know any gay and/or lesbians you've always wondered about,
or lesbian people, some activists contact him care of this newspaper or through
: CaliJ~sti~ at
Man to M a n ~
have suggested that the clerk's his E-mail address: AriBianco@aol.com.

Why We Have Sodomy Laws,
and Bette at the ·Baths

Again?

Saturday, S~ptember 21st
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What is the difference between a slut and a whore? -Only a slut would know.
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Community Mourns Loss of Popular Entertainer Al DS Benefit Shop ·
Opens on Lighthouse

H

a~ Reynolds, 40, a popular local entertainer,
died at home August · 23rd from AIDS.
Reynolds, aka Amanda Boinkwith, was
born on April 7th, 1956, and is survived by
his lover Kelvin Wright, aka Mindy Cireme.
Hal will be remembered as half of the drag duo The
Drag-ons, who were well known to·local audiences for
their outrageous costumes and clever routines.
Hal grew up in Peoria, Illinois. A stint in the military
brought him to California. After moving to San
Francisco briefly during the height of the 70' s gay freedom movement, he returned
to the central coast to
become, as he liked to say,
"the shiksa goddess from
Salinas".
Never at a loss for words,
Hal often joked about life
growing up in Peoria: "'flJ.ey
wanted to have a fashion
show. The didn't need mod- Hal Reynolds
els; they just opened up a
Sear' s catalog and pointed."
Reynolds worked as a
window dresser for JC
Penney's until his illness forced him into an early retirement. He spent his remaining years performing and
traveling with Kelvin.
For Hal, the-ability to focus on the positive and plan
for the future was an important part of coping with the
illness. When he was feeling ill or riding out one-of life's
twists and turns ("like God's own personal soap opera",
as he would say), he looked to a personal philosophy
that brimmed with hope.
What I'll remember most about Hal is his unwavering courage and pride in who he was. Even as. his failing health made performing impossible, his refrain
never changed: "I wouldn't trade my life for the anybody's." We'll miss you, Hal.

"I wouldn't trade my life for
anybody's."

thrift
store to
he Ip
raise
money for people
with HIV/ AIDS
opened
on
Lighthouse Ave.
in New Monterey
September 11th.
The
Red
Ribbon Shop at
485 Lighthouse
(the site of the old
"AWAKENING THE HEART OF HOPE"
Laporte' s Auction
House) is operated by a community-based non-profit agency. Profits from the store
"will go towards uplifting the life of people suffering with HIV and AIDS" according to Michael
Chastain, the store's Receiving Supervisor. "This is a
chance for people to do something to make a difference in people's lives."
The Red Ribbon Shop became a reality through
the dedication of Laurie Loomis, whose ·family
owns The Granary natural foods store. Loomis and
her husband have financed most of the remodeling
work completed thus far.
The store will gladly accept "gently used"
clothes, small appliances in good working order,
and furniture. Donations are tax-deductible.
The store is open Wednesday to Sunday from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. For more information or to make a
donation, call (408) 647-7100 or FAX (408 647-7102.

A

'8S I.IC.KTHOUSE AvtNUl • M.ONTIRlY, CALIFORNIA 93940
UOBJ 647~7100

Join Us for "Melrose Monday's"
7 p.m. last week's episode - 8 p.m. this week's show
Dancing Wed-Thurs-Fri-Sat..;Sun
Bacldot Open Mon-Fri at 4:30 p.m.
Front Bar Open 10 p.m. Wed-Thur-Fri-Sat
8 p.til. on Sun
-
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- - Is Sonoma St. the Melrose Place of Seaside?
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News from the
Grande Cypress Empire
Contributing Writer
reetings to one and all.
Hope everyone had a fantastic summer. The summer
has been a busy one for the
Empire. Early in summer, the GCEM
held the $4.98 , show at Title IX.
Granny and Her Walkers performed
to an ecstatic audience. All the costumes were made from items such as
foil, coffee filters, toilet paper, and
dixie cups. Empress XVIII Shondra
won as Miss $4.98
for 1996. With the
hep
of
Dawn,
Snookie, and Vicki
(the owners of Title.
IX), the community
helped raise $510.10
at the show. Thanks
to Express XIII Miss
'L' for organizing
this show.

G

ICP Ball
In
June,
the
GCEM held our
annual I.C.P. Ball, "A
Fall Cotillion in
, June." The function
was well attended
by other courts.
Fresno,
San
Francisco, Alameda,
Stockton, Modesto,
and
San
Jose,
Sacramento thank ·
you for attending
and making this a
memorable function.
The costumes people
wore were right out of Gone with the
Wind. San Jose won the "Best in
Theme" award for the night. Thanks
to Imperial Crown Princess Electra for
putting on this show.

Ducal Ball
Two weeks later, the Ducal Ball
dazzled Monterey Bay. The theme that
night "The Roaring Twenties in the
Gay Nineties." The crowd was entertained by live singers, Emperor 23
Brian .from San Francisco, I.C.P.
Electra, and others. The infamous
Drag-ons performed also. Grand
Duchess Marilyn and Grand Duke
Jonathan were honored by all the people who attended. They would like to
personally thank all those who attended.

People's Choice Awards
The crowning jewel for the GCEM
just happened last month. The GCEM
took a new step and reproduced a live
"I Love Lucy" episode at the People's
Choice Awards. Michael Pina directed
the entire episode of "Young Fans."
The audience was pleasantly sur•
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about but nobody reads"? In the case of Little
Women (1933 ), he could have added, "and one
Damon Runyan' s tale of mobsters and that keeps getting made into movies." For this
motherhood gets the Fr~ Capra treatment in unreadable book has amazingly spawned
Lady for a Day (1932). Seventy-four-year-old three hit films and one made-for-TV movie.
May Robson is tough and touching as Apple · Katharine Hepburn was teamed with George
Annie, the down-on-her-luck dowager selling Cukor, her long-time pal and favorite director.
apples on the street comer. Capra wisely (She devotes a chapter to Cukor in her autobiprised. The actors, ·Michael as Lucy,
made no attempt to prettify Depression-era ography, but curiously never mentions his
Electra as Ricky, Amber as Peggy, and
New York, thus counteracting the maudlin pit- homosexuality.) Hepburn's version is the first
· Jonathan as Arthur, had the audience
falls of the story. (He remade it in 1962 as and the best of the four versions (Susan
in stitches. Between the acts the audiPocketful of Miracles with a cutesiness that Sarandon fans inay disagree), and Cukor' s
ence was entertained by nominees for
would have embarrassed Disney and a god- own favorite of all his films.
best entertainers, best new entertainThis saga of a New England family during
awful title tune. It plays interminably every
ers, best live singers from all over the
the
Civil War will prove irresistible for all but
Christmas season, which just shows you can't
state. Empress Donna and Emperor
keep a bad movie down.) Also, don't miss hardboiled, though I suspect a few hirsute
·Brian from San· Francisco sang live
supporting actress Glenda Farrell as the wise- leathermen will surreptitiously reach for the
and won the Best Hammie Farm
cracking speakeasy owner Missouri Martin Kleenex box before it's over.
Award for Group or Duo. Empress
singing, "I'm so hot I'm smoking... I need a
Also Recommended
XVIII Amber Dee-Ole and the Dual
man."
Destry Rides Again (1939). Marlene
Emperors Brent and Jonathan opened
Dietrich's comeback after finding herself on
up the show performing Boys2Men
Those Women
and Mariah Carey's
Never before or since has such a cast of the notorious 1938 box office poison list (she
/'One Sweet Day''.
· actresses been assembled - Norma Shearer, was in good company: Katharine Hepburn,
What a night!
Joan Crawford, Rosalind Russell, Paulette Joan Crawford, and Greta Garbo also ended
Goddard, Joan Fontaine, Marjorie Main, up with skulls-and-crossbones on their
Paiama Party
Hedda Hoppe~; and what a show they got careers. (The top female stars that year incredThe next day the
assembled for: Claire Booth Luce's satire on ible as it now seems - 'Were Shirley Temple,
GCEM held a pajamarriage and · infidelity among' the upper Deanna Durbin, and Ginger Rogers.) A fine
ma party at Title IX.
crust, The Women (1939). Humor is subjective; comedy western with Dietrich peerless as the
Empress
XVIII
few critics or moviegoers would agree op the saloon girl, Frenchie. Her rendition of "See
Amber wore a
funniest film of all time. Still, this gem has my What the Boys in the Backroom Will Have" is
white teddy with a
vote. Cukor keeps the pace moving at a relent- a classic cinema moment.
throw
matching
Drums Along the Nohawk (1939). A very
less energy, and the wisecracks come at you
coat. Vicki was barlike machine-gun fire. The movie is so effec- young Henry Fonda stars with the justtending in a silk
tive that you almost don't notice it's really sort deceased Claudette Colbert (a classy lady and
nightshirt. Granny
of a Catholic morality play. Modem critics like a real trouper who was touring in plays and ·
and The Walkers
to label it "dated"; and in revival, theaters, making films into her 80' s ). Edna Mae Oliver,
performed at the
feminists will hiss the film's ending line: as Jessie Ralph, and Ward Bond give fine supurging of the audiNorma Shearer rush~s to the arms of her erst- porting performances. John Ford had a knack
ence. Emperor 17
while philandering husband, Roz Russell says, for turning cowboys-versus-Indians tales into
Jonathan wore a
"Think of your pride!" Norma turns and classics, and this is one of them.
nightshirt anq. had
Dinner at Eight (1933). The No. 1 bo~ office
declares, "I'm a woman in love. Pride is a luxhis boxer shorts
attraction
of 1933 was neither glamorous nor
ury a woman in love can't afford!" The mesbought for $50.00
beautiful,
but a dumpy, ugly-as-Catholic-sin
sage from Luce, a devout Catholic, is clear: fortowards
charity.
give the indiscretion, forget the divorce, and actress in her mid60' s who specialized in
The festivities came
take him back (which may not be such an out- lowlife drunks. Marie Dressler held a special
to a close with a pie
moded message after all, for haven't most of place in the hearts of 30' s audiences, and her
Dawn's
auction.
brand of warmth and comedy de_fies the
us done the same thing?)
birthday was near,
In a recent Aavocate survey, this film held decades and survives intact into the 90' s. The
so as a good sport
screen
adaptation
of
the
the No. 1 place as the most frequently rented witty
and a tradition with the GCEM, a pie
Ferber/
Kaufman
play
also
stars
Billie
Burke,
film in West Hollywood. In the 60' s and 70' s,
was auctioned off to be thrown in her
those days of ·police raids and underground John Barrymore, and the wonderful Jean
face. The pie sold for $50.00 and then
bars, before the Undergear catalog and neigh- Harlow, a fine comedienne and actress who
the crowd started donating money to
borhood gyms, it was considered delightful at left us far too early. Harlow and Mae West
lick her clean. Thank you Dawn for
Sunday brunch to discuss which one of the. were the only two screen actresses on the 30' s
helping raise a total of $91.00 and givwomen you'd want to be. Paulette Goddard, whose characters openly enjoyed sex (considing everyone a show. The food was
the toughmouthed home-wrecker from the ered rare for women then).
prepared by Jeff Albers. The menu
Queen Christina (1934). Another MGM coswrong side of the tracks ("Where I spit, no
included Cuban chicken and rice
tume
spectacle featuring MGM's version of
grass grows") was a popular choice. Goddard
along with spicy and vegetarian
history,
with a role tailormade for the talents of
seldom got the kinds of roles she deserved, but
spaghetti, garlic bread and salad.
she did here. (She just missed having the most its prestigious Swedish import, Greta Garbo.
Thanks to Title IX and the community.
coveted movie role of all time; most film histo- Garbo spends much of the film dressed as a
GCEM raised $373 on Sunday afterrians agree she wo1;1ld have been Scarlett man, in one scene kissing another young
noon.
O'Hara, had not Vivien Leigh showed up. woman on the lips; but never fear, it's just a
Other Scarlett near-misses were Jean Arthur, phase she's going through, and she recovers in
Coronation 1996: Not to be Missed!
Joan Bennett, Katharine Hepburn, and Loretta time for the obligatory heterosexual romance
Now we are coming into the fall
with her then real-life lover, John Gilbert.
Young.)
season and the end of .the 18th reign.
The catfight between Goddard and Russell Critic C. A. Lejeune wrote of her performance:
Mark you calendar for Coronation
alone is worth the price of the rental, and lines "Every inch of the Garbo countenance is
1996 'A Night of Fantasy and Lights',
like "The nicest part of having your parents exposes to the scrutiny of the audience, every
November 9, 1996 at the Monterey
divorce is you get to sleep with your mother" eyelash and pore of th~ skin presented for our
County Fairgrounds. Tickets are . will keep you in convulsions. But, as they consideration. There _is a bedroom scene which
$20.00 in advance and $25.00 at the
used to say for particularly na~ty horror films, would have stripped any other actress spiritudoor. If you would like to sponsor a
Do Not See This Movie Alone. Stock up on ally naked. But Garbo is still her own mistress
ticket for a person with HNI AIDS, or
popcorn and beer and invite your trashiest at the end of ie'
_if you would like to be a part of
friends over. After all, laughter is contagious,
Coronation, please feel free to contact
Allen Irwin is a regular contributor to The
and can't we all use a little more in our lives?
Empress XVIII Amber Dee-Ole at
Who can argue with Mark Twain's defini-· Paper from the video rental capital of the peninsu(408) 633-6481.
tion of a classic as "a book everybody talks la, Seaside.
0

by Amber Dee Ole

--

Strong Women" from page 8

Why is it that all gay-men love·=to see-·a knock down, drag.:out catfight? ~ - ~ -, : ~ . .,- -. ~ -- " -. -,,~ ·.,)c__ -

Personal __Perspective

Love Thy Neighbor?
by Dan Rose
Contributing Writer

have been rendered "morally unfit" for
having a live-in boyfriend for 17 years
was not addressed.).
When Georgia Attorney General
Michael Bo\-\;ers learned of a future
employees plans to marry a person of
the same sex, he withdrew the job offer.
Judge Richard Freeman ruled in the
Attorney General's favor citing that the
defendant, Ms. Robin , Shahar, would
" ... undermine the credibility of
[Bowers'] office ...". Bowers was the ruling judge's boss. How could Freeman
have ruled otherwise?
Gay and lesbian employees of .
Cracker Barrel restaurants in Atlanta
also fell victim to christian right tyranny. Management sent a memo to all
outlets which stated in part: "It is
inconsistent with our concept and values, and is perceived to be inconsistent
with those of our customer base, to continue to employ individuals in our

arry and I were lucky to find a
seat in the Espresso Royale coffee house one Friday night. He
sat at a coveted window seat
while I ordered our drinks. As it was
late evening, I ordered a decaffeinated
cappuccino. My lover La:rry, one of
those able to sleep after having consumed caffeine, requested a double
mocha. We scarcely finished our first
sip when the man sitting behind me
tapped me on the shoulder.
"Excuse me," said he apologetically.
"I wonder if you might have some time
to ta:lk with us about God."
Caught completely off-guard, I
stumbled; "Um.. ~ well ... " I noticed his
companion sitting behind him: The
beautifully groomed, middle-aged
woman wearing a long, flowery dress
- and apparently cognizant of my hesitancy smiled peacefully at me from
over the man's shoulder as if to say
"Come on, you can do it."
11
"Sure.. ." I conceded. A contrary
answer would have been rude.
11
He introduced his companion as his
wife and began to ask me questions
such as; "What is your answer to the
question 'Who is Christ?"', "Who is
Jesus?", and "Have you ever thought
about opening yourself to Christ?" My
answers made it quite clear to both of
them that I was no theologian.
Taking advantage of this situation
and apparently aware that Larry and I
were "together", he began to preach of
God's goodness, and how he who
opens himself to Christ and resists evil
temptations such as lust and homosexuality will be saved from eternal
damnation.
·
I went to a Catholic school and
remember a thing or two about the
Bible. So I asked him a question: "Why
is the Christian right so quick to use the
Bible to damn people such as gays and
operation units whose sexual preferlesbians, and yet seems to forget the
ences fail to_demonstrate normaf hetpassage 'Love thy neighbor as thy
erosexual values ...".
self'?"
Christian right constituents led a
Such questi~ns are declarations of
-movement in 1992 in the state of
war.
Oregon
which
would
h~ve
And a war rages today between
" ... repeal[ed] special advantages for
activists in favor of freedom of sexual
homosexuals." What were these "speexpression and the Christian right.
cial advantages"? The right to- rent an
Christian right operatives are often in
apartment like everyone else.
powerful positions which enable them
"Unfortunately, for political figures
to bar gays 'and lesbians from inherent
rights and freedoms to include the free- of the secular and religious right alike,"
dom to raise a family, the right to rent writes Rep. Lynn Woolsey (D., Calif.) in
an apartment and hold a job. They also a letter to The Wall Street Journal, ,iargupublish propaganda which portrays - ments about moral equivalency have
the homosexual community as wanting become a rhetorical disguise for rarik
"special rights" and privileges. Gay intolerance and discrimination." The
and lesbian activists make it clear that wise, informed person will strive to
they want oruy equal rights and equal recognize bigotry in all forms.
privileges, and the same freedoms
- Why does the Christian right insist
'enjoyed by heterosexuals.
on breaking up families and supportMembers of the Christian right also ing policies of blatant discrimination?
mask their bigotry with accusations of On what g,rounds do they justify their
immorality. The recent case in Virginia bigotry and infliction of barriers on
of a grandmother "morally disowning'" individual freedom? Answer: Blind
her lesb1an daughter in order to win faith in the Bible, particularly in a seccusto~y of the granddaughter is ri.o tion (Romans) written by Paul. He
exception. The conservative judge deems homosexuality "unnatural", and
ruled that "[The lesbian mother's] con~ "shameful." In the same book he also
duct is immoral, ... [it] renders her an clearly advocates slavery and orders
unfit parent." The grandmother won women to be silent and not to be so precustody. (That the grandmother may , sumptuous as to teach men. Many do

L

[Paul] deems homosexu·
ality unnatural", and
shameful." ln-· the same
book he.also clearly
advocates slavery and
orders women to be
silent and not to be so
presumptuous as to
teach men. Many do not
consider Paul's writings
on social issues to be
viable and applicable to
today's society.

not consider Paul's writings on social
issues to be viable and appli!=able to
today's society. These unquestioning
believers refuse to recognize the fact
that faith is relative; there are those
who, undaunted by reason, continue
to insist that sexual orientation is a
prefer~nce and therefore any such acts
hedonistic.
What Christian right activists do not
often discuss publically, however, is the
recent discovery made by five professors which directly links homosexuality to genetic influences. The study
" ... [indicates] a statistical confidence
level of more than 99 percent that at
least one subtype of male sexual orien' tation is genetically influenced." This
evidence is still not enough -for most
Christian right activists. "Although
some scientific evidence suggests a
genetic predisposition, we must still
ask wether such a predisposition
should be acted on or wether it should
be resisted." One man, Lou Sheldon,
chairman of the Traditional Values
Coalition commented on the findings
in a recent issue of Discovery magazine.
"Even if there were gay genes we
wouldn't c<;mdone homosexuality.
We'd still need to correct it." It is rather
ironic that the chairman of -the
Traditional Values Coalition calls for
science to tamper with human genetic
code.
What Mr. Sheldon refuses to accept
is that gays are not seeking the
Christian right' s condemnation of
homosexuality. "We have only one gen- ,
eral goal," says S: Bruce Harthoorn in
The Wall Street Journal, "the elimination
of hatred and bigotry toward homosexuals." Gays and lesbians seek the right
to hold a job, rent an apartment and
express themselves sexually, bound by
the same type of legally recognized
committed relationships that hetero~
sexuals enjoy, without fec1r of discrimination o'r harassment.
Thus far the war between gay and
lesbian activists and the Christian right
has been a stalemate.
We needed to do something quickly!
During the conversation fhe woman's
amicable beam had slowly transformed
itself into a pensive, agitated scowl.
Larry impatiently tapped ·his tightly
rolled napkin against my empty cup.
My trying to explain to the man that I
am the way I am, have always been,
and will always .be, had gotten me
nowhere. Likewise, his conjectures that
I have "sought love in the wrong place"
landed him oruy blank stares of disbelief. Disbelief in not only his words, but
also that he, of seemingly reasonable
intelligence, could not see that the -0ruy
basis for his argument was quod erat
demonstrandum: It's true because I say so.
- I thought: Who is this guy portraY.ing ·himself in such a "holier-thanthou" manner? Why should he care
whom I love? Bitter truth is: He is but
an example of a much wider political
movement which is slowly choking our
right to pursue happiness and which
overtly and cqvertly strives to rob us of
our personal freedoms "as a thief in the
night".
"It's been very interesting and informative, but I'm afraid we have to meet
someone in about 5 minutes." I said
glancing at my watch. "I'd love to discuss this further, perhaps some other
time . . ." I forced a polite smile.
Larry and I left the Espresso Royale
coffee house_ that night laden with
Christian literature, pamphlets and
with a bitter taste in our mouths ...
unfortunately not from the ·coffee.

Methodist Bishops
Protest Anti-Gay
Church Doctrine
ifteen United Methodist bishops, including 4 from
California, released a statement on April 18th e.xpressing "pain ... over our personal convocations that are
contradicted by the proscriptions in the (Book of)
Discipline against gay and lesbians within our church and
within our ordained diaconal ministers."
"We believe it is time to break the silence and state where
we are on this issue that is hurting and silencing countless
faithful Christians," the bishops said. "We will continue our
responsibility to the order and discipline of the church but
urge United Methodist churches to open the doors in gracious hospitality to all brothers and sister in th~ faith."
The portions of the Disciplinary paragraphs the bi~hops
were responding to included a statement that the practice of
homosexuality is "incompatible with Christian teaching." It
also disallowed practicing gays and lesbians from serving as
ministers, and that no church money may be given to any
"gay caucus or group" or be used to "promote the acceptance
of homosexuality."
- Among the 11 active bishops signing the statement were
Roy I Sano of Los Angles and Melvin G. Talbert of San
Francisco. Of those retired bishops supporting the protest
w~re . Leontine T.C. Kelly of San Mateo and Melvin G.
Whatley Jr. of Laguna Hills, .

F

The Lesbian Alliance
"The Newsletter is a fonm for a visible lesbian community
which is social, supportive and empowering, encouraging
action, freedom of expression and connection for
Monterey County."
for additional information on events and subscriptions

call 648-4338
PO B0X4572

SALINAS. CA
93912

Lavender Road
Metropolitan
Community Church
"A Christian Church Affirming
Gay and Lesbian Peopl.e"
Rev. Jean Hart, Pastor
P.O. Box 1764
Santa Cruz. CA 95060
408 335--0466

Sunday Se.nk..
Santa Cruz: 10 a.m.
Y'tNCA, 303 Walnut St.
Monterey: 6 p.m.
Mariposa IJall,
801 Light.house Ave.
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Local Queer Internet
Directory
Monterey's Gay Homepage
http:/ /www.mbay.net/-wes/monterey /
Website for Monterey & the neighboring
communities.

CSUMB's ~All in the Famdy"
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Locals Place in
Statewide
Competition

http:/ /InfoTech.monterey.edu/-unck/proj4.html
California State University Monterey Bay!s Gay Association

Santa Cruz L/G/B/T Community Center
http:/ /www.scruz.net/ -fez/ sclgbtcc/
The happenings in Santa Cruz. Includes a digital version of their newspaper.

Being Ahve on the Web
http:/ /www.mbay.net/-bngalive/
Up to date HIV/ AIDS Information. Maintained by The Paper.

A

dam Mirar_non of Santa Cruz (pictured
right) and Scott Steinman (aka Diana
McGuire) of Monterey traveled to San
Diego in mid-August to compete in the

Mr. and Miss Gay California Pagaent. The event,

sponsored by the San Diego Court at Tidbits, drew
competitors from across the state.

JII

A II

Miramon: garnered the first runner-up position
for Mr. Gay California, and Steinman was third
runner-up for Miss Gay California.
The men were judged on poise, body composition (swimwear) and how well they answered an
impromptu question. Women were judged on talent, evening gown, poise, and answering a question.
Approximately 15 men and men dressed like women competed for the title. Miramon will also

(408) 655-8114

be competing for Mr. Gay Monterey County in the
upcoming 3M Pagaent, November 16-17 to be held
at the After Dark and Title IX.

ALL AMERICAN LOAN SERVICES

DAVID WHEELER
Fax(408)655-2425

1015 Cass St., Suite 9
Monterey, CA 93940

Fast 8

Reviews of Cultural Elements
by John E. Brennan
Contributing Writer

GAY MARRIAGE
A
RIGHT
OR
IS IT
WRONG?

Be Heard by Congress

1-900-773-2033

Film!
Trainspotting: Not to be missed because it's
hip. A neutral, graphic view ·of Scottish
junkies.

It's My Party: I could never understand why
people cried during Love Story or The Way .
We Were, and I did not see Dying Young for
obvious reasons. During It's My Party, first
I cried then I sobbed. And sobbed more.
May be too intense for some.

Stage!
Carnival at MPC: I walked out. Productions
like these give local theatre a bad name alf
over the U.S.

Tartuffe at Shakespeare Santa Cruz:
Moliere' s little play' s bathetic course is
Powder: An isolated, unusual young man is . complimented by reasonable acting and
forced into the world of Texas. Shows that staging.
Texas can be another planet with no room
for the sensitive or compassionate. Weak 12th Night, or What You Will at Shakespeare
script but a good film.
Santa Cruz: One of The Bard's weaker but
oft performed plays was well presented in
Casino: I thought I had good reason to avoid the outdoor Festival Glen. SSC does allow
this one, but I was wrong. Sharon Stone homosexual implications where many prowas great and Scorsese's directing was ductions direct against the words of the
incredible. Stories based on true life in Las characters.
Vegas make believable movies. The story
that leads to the new Las Vegas.,
Pericles at Shakespeare Santa Cruz: A great
chance to see and understand this complex
Showgirls: Better than I thought. A story of drama. Best of Show award for this season.
a sociopath. Stupid plot, stupid characters,
stupid dialog: "I like having nice tits." Can On-Line!
be missed, but I've been thinking about it a http:\ \ www.amazon.com:
The ultimate
· lot.
bookstore! If you know the books you want
and hate trying to find a title (is this book in
Bar Girls: I turned it off. The script was bad. the Science Fiction or Cooking section?) in
I don't know any characters like the ones in the endless stacks, this is the way to shop.
the movie, especially not lesbians. Don't do Pay by credit card or check, and get the
your duty for this one.
books mailed to you. A dream come true.

Rentl

$1.29/call 18+

· . -· ·- . ~ ·The.~aper _staff votes the loose Noodle {S38 Lighthouse in Monterey) Best New R~stauran~-· .- Vi~it tod~y!

· - :

grams, now is the time to ask. Call Justin at 772-8202
for more informatin.

Women's Night & Spaghetti Dinner
at Franco's Norma Jean
Zodiac Sign Parties at TIiie IX
A chance to party like your favorite the Virgos and
-Libras. Call for time and details. At Title IX, 281
Lighthouse Ave., Monterey.

Sunday, 1Sth
Lesbian Alliance Hike at Fort Ord
Contact the Lesbian Alliance phoneline at 648-4338 for
information.

Metropolitan Community Church Service
Every Sunday at Mariposa Hall (next to Kinko's) at
801 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey. Call 335-0446. All are
welcome!

Every Friday at Castroville's largest and most popular
gay dance club. Spaghetti with garlic bread for $4
from 8 p.m to I a.m. Such a deal! The Paper staff especially likes the DJ and bartendress on Friday. 10639
·
Merritt St. 633-2090.

Article & Ad Placement Deadline for The Paper

Saturda 21st

A group for young women and men under 21 years .
old who are gay, bisexual, or questioning. Monthly
activities and a chance to chat with your peers. Call
Justin at 772-8202 fo~ more info.

Sunday 27th

Tuesday, 24th

At Title IX, 281 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey. Doors 3
p .m., food 4 p.m., show 5 p.m. All you can eat for $5.
No cover.

P-FLAG Meeting
At the unitarian Church at 490 Aguajito Road in
Monterey (where Hwy 68 crosses of Hwy 1). Call 6553524 for more information.

onday, 16th·
Melrose Monday's at the After Dark
Find out who's boffing, offing, or dishing ':'7ith the
crowd at the cheering section at the A.O. Starts at 8
p.m. every Monday until they run out of fresh
episodes. 214 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, 373-7828.

Monday Nile Football at TIiie IX
Men and women with an interest in the pigskin are
invited to Title IX for a three hour tour of the gridiron.
At Title IX, 281 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, 373-4488.

Tuesday, 17th
This Way Out Radio Show

Wednesday, 2Sth

Tuesday, 29th
Get the Halloween party rolling with an orange gourd
and a sharp knife.

Friday, 27th

Thursday 3lst

Gay Teen Alliance Activity Night
A group for young women and men under 21 years
old who are gay, bisexual, or questioning. Monthly
activities and a chance to chat with your peers. Call
Justin at 772-8202 for more information.

Full Moon at Asilomar Beach
Contact the Lesbian Alliance phoneline for more
information. ~8-4338 ·

·Sunday,.29th
Title IX, 281 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey. No Cover.
Donation $5.00 for dinner. All you can eat. Come join
the fun. Award for Best in Theme

Peninsula Professionals Netw,rk Meeting

Thursday, 19th
Lesbian Alliance Business Meeting
In Marina. Contact the Lesbian Alliance phoneline for
more inf9rmation. 648-4338

Pool Tournament at TIiie IX

Artwork due. Call Wes at 655c3756.

The Man to Man project sponsors a fun evening for
gay men interested in learning about safer sex alternatives, including sex toys and such. 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Free. Call Justin at 772-8202 for the location.

Gay Volleyball on Carmel Beach

A demonstration of dressage (classical horsemanship)
in Watsonville, an annual favorite among the locals. If
you've thought about joining PPN, this is the meeting
to attend. Call Del at 659-2446 for time, location, and
membership information.

onday, 28th

Toy Box Party

HA SO's Revival Show"

Wednesday, 18th

Hf right Night"

Ad Deadline for The Paper

-)

Every Tuesday on KUSP, 88.9, 12:30 p.m.-1:30 p.

Spike it at your gay brothers and sister. Very friendly
crowd. Every Tuesday. In the courts near the packing
lot. Starts at 6 p.m.

Gay Teen Alliance Activity Night

The Man to Man program presents an interesting mix
of sex talk and helpful hints for gay men lead by
Frank Strona of Scarlet Letter Services. 7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Call Justin at 772-8202 for location.

Hf eed Your Face for Charity"

A tribute to the 60' s by the 3M 'Foundation. At the
After Dark. 214 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, 373-7828.
Doors open at 8 p.m., show around 9:3-0 p.m. $2 donation to benefit John XXIII AIDS Ministry. Proper ID
required.

Send in your eloquent prose today. The Layout Queen
will get very grumpy if he has to work until 4 a.m.
again.

Spice Up Your Nights

Mel's Dinner with the Waitresses from Hell. At Title
IX, 281 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey. Dinner and attitude at 6:30 p.m. Donation $5.00 All you can eat

Peace, Love & Hair Grease

Friday, 25th

October
Thursday, 3rd
Alive with Pleasure!
A statewide conference to discuss the prevention of
tobacco and alcohol problems in the Lesbian Gay
Bisexual and Transgender communit~es. At the
Clarion Hotel at the San Francisco Airport. $50 registration fee, $100 for registration plus meals and reception. Write to CLASH - Alive with Pleasure!, c/ o
Pacific Research and Training Alliance, 440 Grand
Ave., Ste. 401, Oakland, CA 94610-5012 for information before September 13th.

S.alur.d•_·ai,. 12. h

Pumpkin Carving Contest QI TIiie IX

Halloween!
The possibly the biggest night of the gay calendar.
At the After Dark (214'Lighthouse, 373-7828): contest
starts early this year. Watch for details at the bar.
Cover$3.
At Franco's Norma Jean (10639 Merritt St.,
Castroville, 633-2090): Costune party and contest,
doors open at 8 p.m.,--$5 cover. First prize is $150, second prize $50.
At Title IX (281 Lighthouse Ave., 373-4488): Costume
contest. Call for details.

November
Sunday, 3rd
Hfeed Your Face for Charity"
At Title IX, 281 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey Doors 3
p.m., food 4 p.m. All you can eat for $5.00. No cover

.Tuesday, Sth
Presidential and Local Elections

Sunday, 17th
1997 3M Pageant

Every Thursday. $5 entry fee, winner takes home the
kitty. A very friendly place (plus they serve snacks). At
Title IX, 281 Lighthouse Ave., New Monterey, 3734488 for more info.

"Back to Broadway" is the theme for the 3M's biggest
•
•
show of the year. Featuring entertainers from across
the state and a few surprises. Entry forms for
.....,......,_....,._.....,.....,,;;;,.......,......,....,..._......,....,......,,._....,_ - Mr./ Miss/ Ms. Gay Monterey available now. $3 donation. See Scott Steinman for details.
AIDS Walk Monterey Bay

Friday, 20th

Join hundreds of local residents in the fight against ,
AIDS. Sign-up fortns available at Title IX, After Dark,
and locations throughout the peninsula and the
Salinas Valley. For more information call 394-4747.

Meet the MCAP Board at the After Dark
Members of the Monterey County AIDS Project board
of directors will be working the outreach table at the
After Dark every weekend this month. If you have
questions or comments about MCAP policy or pro-

I·.

H

After the AIDSWalk Party"

At Title IX, 281 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey. Tune
around 1 p.m. or so. BBQ all you can eat for $5.00. No
cover charge

' . ft 59cjal grqup f9r les~ians and gay men in. Monte rey
'-"<and -Santa Cruz "coi;i:nti;es. MeetS

the 2nd Weds. of

every mon th.Call Del at 659-2446
,tion. "' ,r· "(k.k Y

£of info and loca-

Monterey /Santa Cruz Pride
Flag & Rifle Rainbow Guard

~ '-

A rifle and flag drill team for the Monterey & Santa
Cruz Co. G/L/B/T IQ community that will be·
marching in Pride and community par1l-des. In
Monterey, call Wes at 655-3756. In Santa Cruz, call
Mark at 761-3176.

To have your group's meetings, listed here,
contact Wes at The Paper, 655-3756. Or send
e-mail to wes@mbay.net

MEANWHILE, BACK AT THE VIDEO STORE...

Queers On Cable

Tough Dames,
Thirties Style
Part One of a Series on Str~ng Women in Film
.

by Alan Irwin
Contributing Writer
elluloid women were a breed
apart in the 1930's. In the cinema
never-neverland, ladies never
cussed, never spit, never lusted,
and indeed, blushed at the notion of sex. In
times of crisis, the 30' s girl flung a wrinklefree hand to her brow and gracefully fell
into ·a dead faint. She waited patiently and
virtuously for the man to ma,rry and support her, breathing a sigh of relief as she
marched down the aisle in miles of white
lace, knowing her life's purpose was
accomplished.
Still, there were those women who just
didn't get it...

C

QTV is Santa Cruz's bi-weekly community television show. Features include local
gay /lesbian/bisexual/ transgender news items, an on-going spoof of "Ellen", and an
upcoming action/ adventure extravaganza based on James Bond movies called
, "Pinkeye". Copies are available at the L/G/B/T Community Center in Santa Cruz. For
more information contact Kwai Lorn through the L / G / B/ T Community Center by calling (408) 425-5422.

AtielltiOII: HIV Ne!latiVe MfiD!

~~;-_ ',~: :·' ,___.~·-.:-.·:-~·-:·~···,;; :~: -:. : --"~'. ~- .

~.,,,:.,,(~~·-··:,

>,;'.·..~-;''~':..:~.~

People have talked ·about the problems HIV
negative gay men face trying to stay uninfected and
cope with the AIDS epidemic. Some feel that
addressing these problems is a waste of resources
that could be used for those who are· already
dealing with HIV infection.

...,. We feel differently.
Addressing these differences is essential. Just like
other differences in our community due to race,
culture, religion, etc., there are difference in how
infected and uninfected men deal with HIV
prevention.
Many uninfected men need reminding that it's
important to STAY NEGATIVE, that one can
remain so for a lifetime, that- growing older is
something to look forward to, that staying
negative is NOT a betrayal of our friends who are
positive.
Corne join us to discuss the issues that uninfected
men deal with. An 8,week closed group will be
starting soon.
Manto Man

For information or to reserve your space, call f,1an to Man at 772-8202.

~

single. I'm just smart enough to play their
game."
All of West's 30's hits are finally being
released to video - I'm No Angel, Going to
Town, Belle of the Nineties, Klondike Annie, Go
West Young Man, Every Day's a Holiday - a
long overdue event for legions of West
fanatics.

Blazing Edna Mae Oliver

Now a half-forgotten character actress,
Edna Mae Oliver blaze_d across the 30' s the- _
ater screens with. a ferocity that pilfered
many an otherwise routine film from its
top-billed stars. Just try looking away
when she's on the screen. You can't even
blink.
. '
Oliver is at her best in A Tale of Two Cities
(1935), often regarded as Dickens's weakest
The Unstoppable Mae West
(but most cinematic) novel. As the protecMae West had spent two decades in the tive spinster Miss Pross, she's caustic and
theater, acquiring considerable notoriety funny and always fascinating. Blanche
and serving a ten-day jail senYurka stars as the revolutiontence for obscenity for Sex,
ary Madame de la Farge.
(which she wrote, produced
Don't miss the climax when
and directed) a play that actuthese two confront each other.
ally featured egads! - homo- ·
Miss Pross blocks the door,
holding the ·Madame at bay
sexuals. (As did several other
of her plays in the 1920's
while Lucy and her family
whic~, along with her legescape from revolutionary
endary. affinity for gay men,
France. "Out of my way or
fed that delicious if spurious
I'll break you," Blanche Yurka
. rumor that Mae herself was
hisses. "Break away," Pross
actually a man in drag.)
tells h~r. And these two
Imported to Hollywood from
women glare at one another,
New York, she greeted
knowing they' re going to
reporters at· the train station
fight till one of them is dead.
proclaiming, "I'm not a little
Another highlight of the film
girl from a little town making
is its ten-minute history of the
good in a big town. I'm a big
French Revolution, including
girl from a big town making
the storming of the Bastille, a
good in a little town." ·
scene that used 17,000 extras.
·Mae West
West was forty when she
· Bear
with
simpering
brought her shameless brand
Elizabeth Allen, and sit back
of comedy to the· screen, starand enjoy this rousing advenring in She Done Him Wrong
ture yarn.
(1933), the film version of her
Oliver is also fine as Aunt
own play, Diamond Lil (renamed because Betsey in David Copperfield (1934), a delight
of the play's notoriety). Her famous sashay for those who love a good sentimental
and that hourglass figure, that flawless movie. This American version, ironically, is
sense of comedy and those bawdy, pre-cen- light years more Dickensonian than the
sorship onelinets (most of which she wrote l970 British remake. Edith Evans played
herself) made her an instant sensatio~; and Betsey Trotwood in the British film; she
the film's considerable commercial success made _Betsey sweet-tempered and grandis credited with saving Paramount Pictures, motherly. But the Dickens character was
which was then in receivership. But the neither. She'd been used and abused by life,
outrage from bluenoses and prudes was so and Edna Mae Oliver's abrasive perforstrong that the Hayes Office brought in a mance had the character dead right. When
new production code.
the time comes for Aunt Betsey to confront
In She Done Him Wrong, as in all West Mr. Murdstone, she knows exactly how t°'
vehicles, the men are literally killing one do it. (In revival cinemas, audiences break
another to get her all except a young and out in cheers when Edna Mae reads out the
rather nelly-looking Cary Grant, playing sinister Basil Rathbone; my bet is, you will
the parson (" Ah, you can be had," she tells too.)
him.) She sums up her life in a famous line
11
from the film, "Men are all alike, married or See Strong Wom~m" ·Page 10

"I'm not alittle
girl from a little
town making good._
in a big town'.
I'm a big girl
from abig town
making good in .a
little town."
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1996 Zimbabwe
6ti]sl'1t: ASlz!lil1a SitJ,, Book
Show
;i~!~ .Unleashes Mugabe's
:ij~:t,s~ts are sold at ···
"Every
y~' s a sell out,
saysJ~tteBtl£~t~.
The theme for ~96

·. 'ij75 each.

;1:~~~f

Anti"'Gay Sentiment

"'+::_:

By Garth Luxton

From the·Internet
he recent Zimbabwe Book Show in Harare, that
nation's capital, brought out the very worst in its
aging, Marxist President, Robert Mugabe, when he
announced (as he did last year) that the Gay and
Lesbian stand was not in the national interest. Mugabe also
likened gays and gay practices to "drug addiction and bestiality", declared gays and lesbians persona non grata at the
exhibition.
His Minister followed this up by saying that they could
not guarantee the safety of the gays and lesbians participat.,
ing in the exhibition.
A subsequent TV item showed the black Zimbabwean gay
community totally isolated in a shanty town on the outskirts
of that capital city, living in squalor and being unable to find
employment, such is the degree of sanction against our
brothers and sisters across our border.
Mugabe himself was always in the forefront of the sane. tions against South Africa based on the colour issue, which
succeeded ·with many nations.
It ~s now the turn of those very nations to stand up against
this phobia against Gays and Lesbians in that society and I would therefore encourage you to petition your
Congressmen, Zimbabwean airline offices, other carriers
such as Qantas who regularly fly that route, Zimbabwean
trade missions and Consular and other official offices including Embassies; tourism is the only real trade in the area, and
we need to place a boycot on it and show the power of tnf'"
Pink Dollar and the might of the people who have it.
Following the visit of a South African gay delegation to
the Book Show and the report backs from it, the harrassment
and the bad treatment meted out to the stall holders, the
destruction of their stall and the fact that they had to be
smuggled out by sympathetic security guards demands
your action, now!
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Sweetness
For Thomas Kristoffersen, now and always

suffocated gasps of pleasure
erase the thought so censured
immortal beacon
e>h the sweetness
nectar
desire of my bosom
it is masculine
all yours
and forever
pressing forward
soldier
to conquer
the horizon
creating me
your skin as mine
and night slowly corning
to darkness
- Kassi Ydris
©copyright Kassi Ydris 1996
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Friend or Enema?
What Every Gay Man Should Know About Douching
by Justin Larson
Contributing Writer
ne of the oldest medical procedures still in use today is the
enema. The usual jokes aside,
·what is the purpose of an
L--- ·enema, and when ang. how do gay men use
them?

O

ture are vital. Since this type of hose is
plumbed into the water supply, it is possible to use water that is too hot (which will
scald the rectal tissues) or pressure that is
too high (w~ch -will tear the membranes of
the rectal walls) . The equipment runs from
$50 - $75 and is available through some
plumbing supply stores and leather/ SM
stores in San Jose and San Francisco. ·

Purposes for Enemas

Temperature

Many gay men believe that enemas are
an important preparation for anal intercourse, though paying attention to the timing of bowel movements and the content of
one's diet can accomplish much of the
same results.
What followss is general information to
help you decide if and how to administer
an enema at home. Specific questions
about enemas should be directed to health
care professionals.

It's important that the enema not be so
hot that it burns the inside of the rectum.
Recommended water temperature is 105°F
- l10°F Gust warm when run across the
·
back of the wrist).

Types of Enemas
Enemas fall into two basic types: cleansing and retention.
Cleansing enemas are what most gay
men are referring to when speaking of
douching. In preparation for anal intercourse, cleansing enemas are used to flush
fecal matter from the rectum.
Cleansing enemas often use large quantities of fluids, from 1-2 quarts. The volume clears out loose material and promotes peristalsis (muscular contractions
that force material out of the rectum) and
i::::r,,eventual eva~ation. Some enemas use
smaller amounts of water mixed with an
irritant (e.g. soap, salts,_or phosphates) to
achieve similar results.
Retention enemas are used for medical
purposes where the enema is to . be
absorbed into the body .over time, such as
for medication or rehydration.

Pressure
A cleansing enema using one or
more quarts of water must be
administered at a low pressure to
not damage rectal tissues and to
allow the body to adjust. Enemas
injected too fast may cause cramping and early peristalsis.

Position
administered in a
sitting or standing position. This forces the water to
fight gravity, requiring more
pressure to inject water into the
colon, which can cause damage.
It also doesn't allow the anus to
relax as well, increasing the
likelihood of cramps.

Insertion

Be cautious in how far up the
rectum the tube is inserted. Though there is a belief that
inserting the tube higher up the
bowel is more effective, little
data exists that it is any more
Equipment
The two most common home enema , effective than those inserted
syringes: the bulb syringe and the gadi- only three or four inches. High
insertions, however, may punc- ·
tional fountain enema bag.
The bulb syringe is a bulb shaped recep- ture or otherwise damage the
tacle with a long rectal nozzle. The bulb rectal lining.
-~syringe generally will hpld 4-6 ounces of
enema solution. It is filled by squeezing the Infections
Remember that enemas can
air out of the bulb, then drawing the solution through the nozzle as the bulb regains cause minor irritation to the .
rectal membranes, rendering
its shape. ·
Pre-filled, disposable · bulb enemas are them ·susceptible to infection.
available from most drug stores (the most During unprotected anal intercommonly known is produced by Fleet) for course, while not recommended in any case, the receptive
anywhere from $0.89 to $2.95.
The most popular bag enema is a combi- partner · during anal internation hot water bot~le and douche/ enema course is especially at risk for
bag. It consists of a rubber bag that may be STDs.
sealed with a stopper or with a tube, clamp
and nozzle attachment. It generally costs Frequency
There are no hard and fast
between $9 and $15 and is available at
V:-most pharmacies. Disposable bag enemas guidelines, but overuse of enemas can create a physical
·
are also available.
dependence.on
them for reguA third, less common option is the
. douching hose, consisting of a flexible lar bowel function. They can
metal tube, ending in a smooth metal noz- dry the rectal membranes so
zle. It should be used with caution, howev- that they can become easily
;;,. er, as control of water flow and tempera- torn or infected.
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Enema Recipes
ollowing are some
additives and cautions; be sure to consult with a pharmacist
or other medical professional
before adding anything to an
enema.

F

}(.;

Tap Water
Though regular water
alone is a satisfactory enema,
note that the discovery of
cryptosporidium in some
water supplies, including
Mon-terey' s,
may make
untreated water hazardous to
those with impaired immune
systems. Bottled water may be
used in those instances where
tap water is questionable.
Also, tap water enemas may
result in an electrolyte imbalance and a depletion of
potassium in the body.

Saline Enema
By adding two teaspoons
of common salt to a quart of
warm water, a "normal
saline" enema may be prepared. Though not as hard
on the body's electrolyte balance or potassium supply, it

does draw fluid from the
body into the rectum by
osmosis. It also may lead to
signifacnt sodium retention in
the colon, which tends to
retain sodium anyway. Ths is
a concern in circumstances of
congestive heart conditions
and cirrohisis.

Soapsuds
The best soap to use is the
pre-measure packages of
castile soap that are meant for
such purposes. If these aren't
available, a bar of mid soap,
such as Ivory, may be used;
enough soap should be dissolved in the water to make it
milky (between one and two
ounces of soap to two quarts
of water) . Synthetic detergents, dishwashing liquids,
medicated soaps, and others
should not be used.

Phosphate Enema
Phosphate enemas are generally available in prepackaged disposal enemas from
the pharmacy. Many of the
same cautions apply here as
with saline enemas.

The Monterey County
AIDS Project
JOB OPENING: BILINGUAL MAN-TO-MAN OUTREACH WORKER
Reports to: Man-to-Man Outreach Coordinator
Salary: $12.06/hr. ,part-time/10-20 hours negotiable
Minimum Qualifications: Spanish/English fluency required; good oral
and written communication skills; basic knowledge of HIV disease and prevention strategies. Candidates should have good organizational skills, be able
to work independently and as part of a team, and demonstrate flexibility and
a good sense of humor. They ·m ust be sensitive to culturally diverse communities (such as gay men, lesbians, drug users, Latinos, etc.) and be tolerant of
life choices of members of those communities that may not match their own.
Candidates must have demonstrated experience with and be able to work
effectively with Latino communities. They must also be able to work with a
variety of other agencies to promote HIV prevention.
Desired: Applicants from local communities of color are strongly encouraged to apply.· Previous experience with the latino gay community, social
·
work, or· HIV/ AIDS service organizations helpful.
Duties and Responsibilities: Under the supervision of the Man-to-Man
Outreach Coordinator, the Latino M2M Outreach Worker is responsible for:
1) Completion of at least two outreach sessions per week.
2) Collection, maintenance, and reporting of accurate statistics on outreach
encounters in a timely manner as required by funding sources.
3) Working cooperatively with the M2M Outreach Coordinator to develop
culturally appropriate outreach strategies and programs.
4) Communication of accurate and timely information about work in
progress to supervisory staff.
5) Participation in recruitment, training, and supervision of volUt:tteers to
assist with outreach efforts.
6) Networking with HIV-prevention agencies and other programs providing
services to Latino MSMs. ·
7) Translation of educational information.
8) Upholding agency confidentiality policy.
9) Other related duties as required.
Location: The Bilingual M2M Outreach Worker will be based out of the
Monterey County AIDS Project - Salinas office, currently at,
10 Sherwood Drive #4, Salinas, CA 93901.
CALL (408) 772-8200 FOR_APPLICATION PACKET.
APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED UNTIL 5:00 PM, FRI., SEPT. 27, 1996
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And even though Tom Campbell and
men, including sub-cabinet level appointments requiring ·Senate confirmation. He Jess Brown aremoderate Republicans, they
appointed the first ever liaison from the would vote for Newt Gingrich for speaker
White House to the lesbian and gay com- as their first act. Sam Farr and Democratic
munity. There appear to be no open gay or candidate Dick Lane would ~ot. Sencff'e
lesbian Dole staffers, and he returned a candidate Rusty Areias would vote for curcheck from the Log Cabin Republicans. rent Senate Leader Bill Lockyer, while
Assembly
candidate Fred Keeley is the .Bruce McPherson would vote for Senator
lators cast will be for the leadership of ·
their house - thus setting up committee only local candidate I am aware with an Rob Hurtt. Assembly candidates. Fred
'
Keeley and Lily Cervantes would vote to
chairs and scenarios in which lesbians openly gay staff member.
oust Assemblymember C~rt Pringle as
and gay fllen will either be seriously
Women's
Rights
Speaker,
while Jim Davis and Peter
considered or shut out of the process.
Bill Clinton supports a woman's right to Frusetta would vote to continue his speak- ·
Let's look at how candidates stand on choose, Bob Dole does not. Bill Clinton ership.
had
onepresided
over
a
convention
that
This
might
seem
like
an
insiders c~~
this agenda:
half of the delegates -being women, ~ob cem, but itwas Gingrich's floor leader who
Dole's had one-third. Bill Clinton has called Rep. Barney Frank "Barney Fag"
Discrimination
Bill Clinton is the first President to appointed more women to cabinet and and insured that no pro-gay bills got out of
endorse the federal non-discrimination judicial posts than any previous president - committee. The same would be true about
bill. Bob I>ole was never a supporter in (not saying much, given the comparisons). Pringle and Hurtt, a pair of Orange County
Congress. President Clinton ended the But Clinton and Dole both supported the Republicans actively opposed to gay
practice of asking and judging applicants $elfare reform legislation, which targets rights. Your vote for Assembly and Senate
for security clearances about their sexual poor women. Sam Farr cast a vote against candidates· decides whether that house is
orientation. He pledged in 1992 to issue an welfare reform. And in our area most can- organized in a pro- or anti-gay manner.
including
There are third party candidates in
executive order on non-discrimination on didates are pro-choice,
Republicans
Tom
Campbell,
Bruce many races. Ross Perot has appeared to be
gays in the military,
which was bungled in McPherson, and congressional candidate nowhere on gay issues. The Green Party
has a good platform on lesbian and gay
the first days of his Jess Brown.
issues, yet Green Presidential candidat~.
administration
and
Climate
Ralph Nader referred to gay issues ~
resulted in the "don't
The
switch
of
one
U.S
..
Supreme
Court
·
"gonadal politics" last spring and has_
ask, don't tell" policy.
Bob Dole was Senate Justice on the Hardwick case ten years ago worked to disassociate himself from that
Minority Leader at the would have thrown out all state_sodomy comment ever since.
Now it's up to you. Listen to the canditime. Members of his laws. The Supreme Court will be the final
on
the
so-called
Defense
of
arbiter
dates,
go to forums, ask questions. See who
caucus pushed for an
absolute ban on gays in Marriage Act, as well as is~ues of lesbian · BAYMEC endorses, as they will have
the military, a position and gay child custody and gays in the mil- reviewed a long survey on lesbian and gay
from which he has still itary. It is likely that Bob Dole would make issues with each candidate. But above all,
right-wing hard-liner Antonin Scalia the · register and vote. Change is brought about
not separated himself.
Representatives Sam next Chief Justice, while Bill Clinton would in many ways - and voting is one. Do it
Farr and Tom Campbell quite· possibly appoint the -first woman intelligently on November 5.
co-sponsored non-dis- Chief Justice, Ruth Bader Ginsburg. The
- crimination legislation. At the state level, final fate of the lesbian and gay political John Laird is a regular contributor to The Paper and
Senate candidate Rusty Areias voted for agenda could hinge on these appoint- the former mayor of Santa Cruz.
non-discrimination while in the Assembly. ments.
His opponent, Bruce McPherson has supported a non-discrimination bill once - a
I
bill which would have prohibited discrimination in higher education. Assembly candidate Fred Keeley has been a strong lesI
bian and gay advocate on the Santa Cruz
I
County
Board
of
Supervisors.
a
· Asserpblymember Peter Frusetta has not
I
supported any non-discrimination l~gislaI
· ·
tion during his one term.

The Decisi,on is Yours
..

by John laird
Political Writer
f you watched the House or Senate
debate on the "Defense of Marriage
Act" and wondered how some of
those legislators had ever been chosen,
it was - in part - by voters whp stayed
· home because the choices weren't good
enough. For the next two years, we could
be wondering how Newt Gingrich ever got
another term as Speaker, or why anti-gay
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia
ended up as our Chief Justice. Decisions
like that will be made NOVEMBER 5 by
YOU.
In the Central Coast, we have a special
obligation. The races for State Senate and
Assembly will determine the majority in
each house for the next
session. Our congressional seat appears to
be targeted by Newt
Gingrich as a potential
pick-up:
President
Clinton will carry our
area, but the size of his
margin will be pitted
Dole's
again , Bob
Orange County margin
for California's 54 electoral votes. Every local
vote counts in a major
than
way.
Rather
review each race, I will outline my lesbian
and gay political agenda - and then measure candidates against it:

I

Change is brought
about in many ways
arid voting is one.
Do it intelligently
on November 5.

1. Non-Discrimination. Every gay man and
lesbian should have the right to be
judged on merit, and should not be
hired nor fired because of their sexual
orientation.
2. Family .Issues. Lesbians and · gay men
~should

not be (:ompensated differently
because of their private legal status.
Lesbians and gay men should ·also not
be considered unsuitable parents
because of their sexual orientation. Gay
relationships should be legally recognized.

3. Participation. Lesbians and gay men
should be·full participants in the public
realm - supported as political candidates, recognized as key players in the
electoral process, and appointed to government posts based on the sane standards as anyone else.
4. Women's' Rights. Women's' rights are a
lesbian and gay issue. When women are
held ba<;:k by law and policies, it is clear
discrimination against lesbian couples.
The religious right links women's issue$
and les~an/ gay issues together and so
should we.

r------------~------------------,

,Remember to

I

I
I
I

Family Issues
Bob Dole was principal Senate author of
the Defense of Marriage Act and President
Clinton has said he will sign it. Sam Farr
cast a vote against the measure on the
House Floor, and Tom Campbell· - long
considered one of the few pro-gay
Republicans in Congress - made a constitutional argument for the measure and
voted for it. Senate candidate Bruce
McPherson "took a ·walk" on the state bill
outlawing same sex marriages, while his
opponent Rusty Areias voted for the 1994
- domestic partnership legislation passed
that year and vetoed by Governor Wilson. ·
Peter Frusetta voted for the same sex marriage ban.

5. Climate. Whoever is elected President Participation
will make at least two lifetime Supreme
The Democratic convention had 150 visCourt appointments in the next term ible lesbian or gay delegates. The
who will make more decisions on les- Republican convention ,had 4 with limited
bian and gay issues than whom we elect . visibility. President Clinton has appointed
for four years. And the first votes legis- over one hundred open lesbians or gay

Vote

~

I

I

I
I

'I
)

N overri.ber 5th

I

I
I
I
.I
I
I

Voter _registration forms available at the. .:-I
-M CAP outreach table at the After Dark II

I
I
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Register to Vote Today! It's free, It's Easy, It's the Gay Thing to Do - ~ - - · -··
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Los lnhibidores de la Proteasa

....

Escrito ·por Wilham Strain y Ruben Gamund
Saquinavir (lnvirase)'
nvirase, tambien conocido .como saquinavir,
es el primero de una nueva clase de medicamentos, conocidos como inhibidores de la
proteasa, en ser aprobado por la .Direccion
de Medicinas y Alimentos (FDA, en ingles). Los
inhibidores de la proteasa son compuestos que
combaten el Virus de Inmunodeficiencia
t1Wuinana. En este sentido son similares a los
analogos de nucleosidos como el AZT, ddl, ddC,
d4T y 3TC. Sin embargo, a diferencia de los citados antivirales, los inhibidores de la proteasa
atacan al virus en otro lugar.
Los inhibidores de la proteasa son muy efectivos en evitar que se produzcan mas virus infec-ciosos; de tal manera que los nuevos virus producidos no pueden infectar otras celulas CD4.
Cuentan con una poderosa accion anti-VIH, la
cual se traduce en una reducciort de la cantidad / carga viral (nivel de particulas virales
flotantes en la sangre) que puede mantenerse asi
durante largos periodos de tiempo. Basta el
momento, los inhibidores de la proteasa parecen
ser menos toxicos y originar menos efectos
\_~,g"ecundarios que otros compuestos anti-VIH ya
aprobi;tdos.
La Administracion de Alimentos y
Medicamentos (FDA) acelero la aprobacion de
Invirase tras la informacion obtenida en algunos
estudios clinicos. Estos demostraron que las personas tratadas con combinaciones donde se
induyo Invirase obtuvieron mayores incremen-- tos en celulas CD4 y reducciones_de la cantidad / carga viral que las personas sometidas a los
mismos tratamientos sin Invirase. Los . efectos
secundarios mas frecuentes incluyeron: diarrea
(1%), molestias abdominales (3.1%}, y nauseas
(3.1%). Debido a la toxicidad que ocasiona, el
Invirase no debe ser tomad9 junto, con rifampin
(empleado para el tratamiento de tuberculosis y
MAC), o ·con rifabutin (Micobutin).
.;,,-. La FDA aprobo el uso de lnvirase en aquellas
personas con VIH en estado avanzado. Debe .
emplearse en combinacion con otros antivfrales,
tales como el AZT y el ddC. Sin embargo, actualmente no hay resultados de estudios clinicos que
evaluen el efecto de Invirase en el indice de
sobrevivencia o la progresion dinica de la enfermedad por VIH (a traves de la aparicion de
enferrriedades oportunistas ). De igual manera,
no se dispone de resultados de estudios clinicos
que evaluen la actividad de Invirase en combinacion con otros analogos de nucleosidos al
margen del AZT o ddC.
A pesar de que Invirase ha sido aprobado,
existe una controversia acerca de su dosis optima: la dosis recomendada es de 600 mg. tres
veces al dia '(1,800 mg. en total) y deberia ser .
, ~mada en el periodo de dos horas posterior .a
una comida completa. La controversia surge _d e
la pobre bio-disponibilidad del medicamento,
que podria originar resistencia, la cual ocurre
cuand_o el VIH desarrolla susceptibilidad decreciente a un medicamento en particular. Hay
datos que sugieren que el tomar un vaso de 200250 ml. de jugo de toronja junto con el Invfrase y
otro una hora despues, puede incrementar el
nivel de este ultimo en ia sangre.
La especulacion en cuanto a la existencia de
resistencia entre el Invirase y otros inhibidores
de la proteasa ha motivado la colaboracion entre
Hoffman-LaRoche y Merck & Co. (este ultimo
fabricante del inhibidor de la proteasa Crixivan).
;:Hoffman-LaRoche afirma que el tratamiento con
Invirase no ocasiona resistencia a Crixivan u
~tros inhibidores de la proteasa, mientras que
Merck insiste que Hoffman-LaRoche esta empleando datos no fiables. Estudios recientes parecen
corroborar que si ura persona toma Invirase es
perfectamente posible beneficiarse con Crixivan
si la persona cambia a este ultimo o viceversa.
Con un precio al mayoreo de $15.89 al dia, el

I
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para incrementar su absorcion. Se puede acompanar con alimentos que no sean ricos en grasas
tales como: tostadas, leche descremada o frutas
(se piensa que este tipo de comidas no interfieren con el proceso de asimilacion del medicaInvirase puede costar hasta $570 al mes tras cuerpo, lo cual puede ocasionar efectos toxicos. mento en el organismo ).
Las medicinas que no deben ser tomadas en
anadir el margen de beneficio de algunas farma- Abbot ha· recopilado una l_ista de 23 medicamencias. Hoffman-LaRoche ha establecido el tos que no deben to~marse junto con ritonavir. De combinacion con indinavir incluyen: terfenadine
Programa Roche de Asistencia con la Terapia del hacerse, la persona podria·experimentar efectos (Seldane), astemizole (Hismanal), rifampin
VIH (Roche HIV Therapy Assistance Program) secundarios serios. Algunas de estas medicinas (Rifadin, Rifamate o Rimactin), cisapride, triazopara ayudar a personas sin seguro medico o son utilizadas comunmente por personas con lam (Halcion) y midazolan (Verded). Algunas de
medios economicos o aquellas que se encuentren VIH e incluyen: rifabutin (Mycobutin), terfena- estas interacciones pueden ser manejadas facilesperando c;obertura y reembolso por medio de ·dine (Seldane), triazolam (Halcion), bupropion mente _ajustando la dosis de los medicamentos.
sus programas de seguro medico. Los pacientes (Wellbutrin), meperidine (De~erol), ketocona- Por ejemplo: una reduccion del 50% de rifabutin
y profesionales interesados en obtener mas zole (Nizoral), diazepam (Valium) y clar- (Mycobutin) es recomendada cuando este se
informacion sobre el Programa Roche de ithromycin (Biaxin). Esta es unicamertte una lista toma con indinavir. Ketoconazole pl.iede increAsistencia con la Terapia del VIH (Roche HIV parcial de medicamentos incompatibles con mentar la absorcion de indinavir, y si se toman
Therapy Assistance Program), pueden llamar al ritonavir. En caso de estar tomando alguno de - en combinacion, la dosis de indinavir debiera ser
(800) 282-7780, de lunes a viemes, de 9:00 AM a estas medicinas es importante avisar a su reducida en un 25%.
Debido a la escasez de este medicamento,
8:00 PM, horario del este.
m_edico para que este la r~mplace por otra que
no interaccione con el ritonavir. Es recomend- indinavir esta disponible solo a traves de la
Ritonavir (Norvir)
able leer el instructivo contenido en el paquete cadena de farmacias Stadtlander a un costo
El 1 de marzo de 1996, la FDA del ritonavir antes de tornado por· pri_mera vez.
aproximado de $5,300 al ano. Esta medicina se
(Administracion de Alimenfos- y Medidnas)
" Existe urt gran interes en saber mas acerca de puede obtener por correo, llamando al 800-927aprobo el medicamento conocido como ritonavir la combinacion de ritonavir con saquinavir. Sin 8888 de 8:30 am a 9:00 pm tiempo del, este. La
o Norvir para el tratamiento de personas con embargo, en la actualidad no se conocen todavia farmacia puede tomar hasta 48 horas para veriSIDA. Esta medicina es elaborada por la compa- las dosis adecuadas de cada medicamento al ficar su cobertura de seguro. Usted recibira una
llamada en su casa haciendqle saber si su seguro
cubre el medicamento. De ser asi, este sera enviado a ·su domicilio. Para obtener el medicamento por priinera vez su medico debe enviar la receta y la solicitud correspondiente por fax al
800.682.7436. Para obtener una solicitud, su
medico debe llamar al 412.825.8169.
Si usted no tiene seguro que le cubra sus
medicinas puede comunicarse al Programa de
Asisteficia al Paciente (Patient Assistance
Program) de la compania Merck al 800.850.3430
o 800.927.8888.
En resumen, los inhibidores de la proteasa ·
usarse en combinacion.
nia Abbot Laboratories y puede usarse en comLas personas que esten teniendo problemas son medicamentos muy potentes, sin embargo
binacion con otros antirretrovirales o por Si sola. para conseguir el ritonavir, pueden comunicarse deben ser usados cuidadosamente. La resistenLa actividad antiviral de este medicamento, al (800)659-9050 de 7am a 5pm de tunes a cia a un medicamento en particular se puede
tanto en combinacion como por si solo, fue eval- viemes. Este numero es del Programa de desarrollar de forma muy rapida, confiriendo en
uada en dos estudios realizados con 1446 Asistencia al Paciente (Patient Assistance algunos casos resistencia simultanea · a varios
pacientes. Uno de estos estudios demostro que · Program) de la compania Abbot que puede ayu- otros medicamentos. Esto significa que si el
las. personas con el VIH en -estado avanzado darle a obtener el medicamento.
virus se vuelve resistente a un medicamento, es
fueron menos propensas a morir o desarrollar
posible que lo sea t_!lmbien a otros medicamentos
alguna enfermedad oportunista al usar ritonavir lndinavir (Crixivan)
del mismo tipo que no hayan sido tomados preEn el mismo mes de marzo fue aprobado el viamente. Este concepto se denomina resistencia
junto con otros antirretrovirales (tales como
AZT, ddl, ddC, d4T, 3TC) que aquellas que no lo USO de indinavir COIDO tratamiento de la infec- cruzada o simultanea. Para tratar de evitar este ·
usaron. A pesar de ser este el primer inhibidor cion del VIH en adultos. Este medicamento proceso es importante:
de la proteasa en demostrar un incremento en _el puede ser usado solo o _en combinacion con,analnivel de sobrevivencia, se espera que los demas ogos de nucleosidos (AZT, ddl, ddC, d4T, 3TC}. l)Tomar siempre la dosis recomendada. No
inhibidores de la proteasa arrojen resultados lndinavir _es elaborado por Merck & Co. bajo el
reduzca o ·deje de tomar el medicamento sin
similares.
nombre comercial·de Crixivan.
notificar a su medico, ya que esto puede increRitonav_ir fue bien tolerado por la mayoria de
Mientras que los efectos a largo plazo de indimentar las posibilidades de resistencia por
los participantes. Los efectos secundarios mas navir son por el inomento . desconocidos, en
parte del VIR
comunes se relacionaron con el tracto gastroin- algunas personas el uso de este medicamento ha
testinal y el sistema nervioso. Los sintomas demostrado incrementar el numero de. celulas 2)Tomar los inhibidores de la proteasa en combiadversos mas comunes que requirieron la CD4 y disminuir la cantidad de virus presente
nacion con otros antivirales (de preferencia
descontinuacion del medicamento incluyeron: en el organismo. Se ha observado, en pruebas de
con aquellos que no se han usado anteriorvomito (5.7%), nausea (10%) y diarrea (3.5%). Un laboratorio, que tiene un efecto sinergetico con
mente ).
numero reducido de personas experimentaron los analogos de nucleosidos. Algunos estudios
adormecimiento u hormigueo alrededor de la clinicos han demostrado una reduccion de. la 3)Algunos estudios han demostrado que los
boca. Otros efectos secundarios incluyeron: cantidad / t::arga viral en mas de un 90% y un
inhibidores de la proteasa son mas efectivos -al
debilidad (4.3% ), dis torsion del senti do del _ incremento del nivel de CD4 de 50 a 80 eel/ ml.
tomarse en combinacion con otros dos antivigusto (2%), dolor de cabeia (1.7%) y fiebre Se desconoce si esta medicina demora el desarrales. Esta eficacia se traduce en un incremen(1.3%).
,
rollo de enfermedades oportunistas O incremento mas sostenido del numero de celulas CD4 y ·
Se recomienda comer un alimento alto en , ta el tiempo de sobrevivencia.
una reduccion de la cantidad ,viral mas pro~
calorias o grasas junto _o proximo a ' la hora de
ta dosis recomendada de indinavir es de 800
longada.
tomar el medicamento para reducir algunas mg cada ocho hora:s, la cual es bien tolerada por
molestias. Algunas person.as han reportado que el organismo. Algunos de los efect9s colaterales
Los tres inhibidores de la proteasa aprobados
el comer chocolate o comidas ricas en sai tambi- que se ob'servaron incluyen: nausea, dolor de por la Direccion de Medicinas y Alimentos
en ayuda a evitar efectos secundarios. Abbot cabeza, diarrea, vomito, insomnio, debilidad y (FDA) estan actualmente cubiertos por el
recomi~mda que al tornar el medicamento por dolor abdominal. Un reducido numero .de per- Programa de Asistencia con Medicamentos conprimera vez, esto se haga escalonadamente para sonas (10%) desarrollaron hiperbilurrubinemia tra el SIDA (ADAP / AIDS Drugs Assistance
reducir molestias derivadas del mismo. La man- asintomatica. Otro de los efectos secundarios Program, en ingles ), el cual ofrece medicamentos
era en que el medicamento puede escalonarse mas graves es la acumulacion de pequenas par- gratuitos o a muy bajo costo a las personas con
consiste de 300 mg dos veces al dia por uno o · ticulas (cakulos) del medicamento, las cuales VIH que cumplen ciertos.requisitos. Traduccion:
dos dias, 400 mg dos veces al dia por dos dias, pued.en causar dolor en el tracto urinario, oca- Eddie Garcia Fernandez, Educador sobre
500 mg dos veces.al dia por un dia mas, y final- sionando ·dolor en la espalda o costados. Este Tratamientos, APLA y Juan Carlos Ugas,
mente la dosis completa de 600 mg dos veces al ultimo siritoma ha ocurrido en personas en esta- Voluntario, APLA. Para cualquier pregunta reladia. Este proceso de "escalonamiento" permite ,do avanzado del VIH que estaban cionada a este articulo, por favor llame a Ruben
que el higado procese mejor el medicamento al . deshidratadas. Por lo consiguiente, es importate Gamundi al 213.993.1483 o a · Eddie Garcia
. acostumbrase poco a poco al mismo. La dosis de tomar este medicamento con suficiente agua (8 Fernandez al 213.993.1484.
ritonavir recomendada es de 600 mg dos veces al vasos al dia por lo menos) para reducir el·riesgo
dia~
Reprinted from the Being Alive August 1996 newsletter. For
de desarrollar estos calculos.
Ritonavir impide que algunos otros medica' Indinavir debe ser ingerido, de preferencia, subscription information, call (213) 667-3262. or write to
mentos sean metabolizados (procesados) en el una hora antes o dos horas despues de comer Being Alive, 3626 Sunse~ Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90026.

Los inhibidores de la proteasa son medicamentos muy
potentes, sin embargo deben ser usados cuid~dosamente.

The Paper will be working with the MCAP newsletter to provide topical AIDS information-
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"HOPE" from page 1
2. We have a powerful new technofogy-vi~al
load or PCR testing-which permits rapid eyaluation of the effect of drug therapy on the amount
of virus in the bloodstream. This helps scientists
and clinicians rapidly decide whether a new
candidate drug is promising or not, and helps
individuals and their providers make decisions
on individual treatment regimens. Viral load
testing is also turning out to be a significantly
better predictor of the future course of one's HIV
infection than T-cell counts. Viral load (in the
absence of treatment, that is) is less variable over
time in a person than we had thought. After only
a few months of infection, an individual is now
thought to reach a "steady state" of viral replication, indicated by a person's typical viral load or
"setpoint." (The setpoint is analogous perhaps to
one's normal or typical body weight.) Dr. John
Mellors of the University of Pittsburgh presented an update of his analysis of the MACS
(Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study in gay men)
data showing that, on average, this setpoint pre-dicts very well how soon or late a person will
develop AIDS. This predictive ability of viral
load measurement can also help guide individual treatment choices: in general, the higher it is,
the more aggressive you will probably want to
be in treatment.
Let me step aside for a moment to a frequenfly asked question: Does the fact that viral load is
a better predictor -of prognosis and drug effectiveness mean that CD4 counts are no longer
useful? The answer is no. An elegant illustration
was provided in a Conference pienary by Tufts
University researcher Dr. John Coffin. He put up
a slide of a locomotive traveling down railroad
tracks toward a canyon where the tracks had
been washed out and the train would surely
crash. The canyon represents the crash or col-·
lapse of the immune system, i.e. full-blown
AIDS or death. Coffin said we can think of CD4
numbers as the mileposts along the track that
tell us how near or far our bodies are from the
- point of immune system crash, whereas the viral
load numbers are like the speedometer readings
that tell us how fast we are approaching the
crash point. In theory (with a lot of evidence
accumulating to support it), if we can stop viral
replication entirely, then the train stops and gets
no closer to immune collapse. To stretch Coffin's
metaphor a bit, the hope is also that stopping the
locomotive will give us the time necessary to
learn how to rebuild the bridge over the canyon
and avoid crashing at all-that is, to reconstitute
or at least effectively prop up the damaged
immune system.
3. Development of resistance to antiviral
drugs can be greatly slowed, and possibly suspended entirely, if viral load can be kept very
low, preferably near zero. Several studies provided evidence for this proposition, and others
provided hopeful evidence for how some combination regimens work synergistically to counterbalance viral mutations resistant to one but
not all of the drugs in the combination "cocktail.'-'
Key questions in the area of resistance remain
unanswered, however, such as what to do about
resistant strains already existing before viral
load is reduced, as well as resistant strains transmitted to newly infected persons. And of course
we need to know a lot more about the resistance
patterns and cross-resistance patterns of the protease inhibitors, especially when conditions arise
that mean we must interrupt the regular schedule of taking them.
By the way, it is important to note that the
viral load tests currentiy available cannot measure levels below about 500 copies (of HIV RNA)
per ml of blood plasma, which is definitely not
zero. If one's viral load test comes back "undetectable," it could mean 499 copies/ml or it
could mean a true zero. In reading reports, pay
attention to whether the researchers have used
the standard tests or the new third generation
PCR tests which can measure viral loads as low
as 25.
. 4. The effectiveness of the new antiviral combinations is both more profound and more
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durable than anything we've seen before. Even "state of the art" guidelines for when to start and begin combo drug treatment that includes a proin relatively late-stage infection and with long change antiviral therapy and what to start with tease inhibitor until s /.he has thought and talked
histories of treatment with earlier antiviral - or change to. The recommendations were pub- it through and is ready to make the commitment
drugs, as with the Merck clinical trial of Crixivan lished in the July 12 issue of the Journal of the to stick with it religiously.
4. We do not know how long the positi,~
where the starting average CD4 count was 142 American Medical Association and distributed
and the average viral load more than 40,000 and explained at the conference. These experts effects of the new drug therapies will last. For
copies/ ml, more than 80% of the participants recommended a much more aggressive individuals, this implies that another good item
who could tolerate the drugs have undetectable approach to therapy, guided by both CD4 counts to put on your checklist before beginning serious
viral loads after a year and sustained rises in and viral load, than h;id been the basis of previ- kick-ass therapy is a backup plan. Make your
CD4 counts of more than 100 T-cells. In earlier ous standard practice. But in at least one way,
initial decisions in part on the basis of what you
stages, the results are even more impressive.
they were criticized as being too conservative will do next if and when Plan A stops working or
Mind you, only a few people have been treated and out of date: they recommend starting thera- shows early signs of slippage.
this long so far, and we therefore most definitely py with a two-drug combination of the nucleo5. Most, though not all, of the really dramatic
don't know how long this level of viral suppres- side (AZT, ddl, 3TC, and the like) type and then and over-hyped studies-especially those about
sion will last, but it's already far better than any- changing to include a protease inhibitor once possible eradication of HIV replication-were in
thing achieved with AZT or ddl monotherapy there's evidence of the above· regimen _starting to people who are the easiest to treat. This means
and clearly better than the best two-drug,combi- fail. Other experts argued that you should start people in the stage of primary infection (more~
nations like AZT/ 3TC or ddl / d4T.
therapy, whenever you do so, with the most less the "window period" before one serocon5. Scientists have even more hopeful devel- potent regimen available. Go .figure, for now,
verts to being HIV+) or very early in .the period
opments in the works. Newer, "designer" drugs because no one actually knows the answer.
of. asymptomatic infection and/ or intermediatehave shown exciting results in early clinic,al triWe also don't know whether and how these stage but "drug naive" persons, meaning they'd
als. Some of them have attractive characteristics drugs may work somewhat differently in never taken any antivirals before starting these
like better absorption and thus greater ''bioavail- women. We don't know enough about interac- potent combos and thus were likely to have
ability" (the percentage of a drug taken that actu- tions among these and other drugs. We don't fewer problems with resistance. The later one is
ally makes it into the bloodstream in usable know how best to manage side effects. We don't in infection, the likelier one is to have intolerable
form). Some can be
know enough about cross- side effects, the hard~r it is to completely suptaken less often or with
resistance among protease press viral replication and the greater one's acculess dietary restriction.
mulation of resistant mutant strains of HIV.
inhibitors. And so on.
Some show more favor2. The prices of the new Furthermore, even when viral replication can be
able resistance patterns.
combos are very high and mostly or entirely arrested, one's immune sysSome will attack yet
access to them is limited.
tem may be so damaged as to be.unable to fight
another, different part
Same for the costs of viral off all Ols, malignancies and other complica.....,::_.
of the HIV life cycle, ,
load tests and other moni- tions.
meaning that combinaWe still need, in other words, aggressive
toring needed to use them
tion therapy will be less
research efforts toward immune system reconstieffectively. Who will pay?
vulnerable to the develWhat will we as a PWA tution and other immune boosting therapies.
I find it hard to balance the hope and the cauopment of resistance.
commu_nity, a medical care
Technology for testcommunity ·and a body tion; it seems natural to fall, perhaps alternately,
ing the drug-resistant
politic at large do about toward one pole or the other. It is hard to make
some people getting life- individual decisions which may have irremutations and strains of
extending treatments and' versible consequences on the basis of inadequate
virus in an individual's
others being told, "sorry, information. The Vancouver conference's motto
body is not that far from
"One World, One Hope" is clearly an aspiration,
being widely available.
no more life preservers:
sink or swim on your a noble one at that, rather than a reality. Yet, for
Right now, this technolown." And I'm just talking · at least a large chunk of US (and European and
ogy is limited to .specialized research laboratoabout this wealthy coun- Australian and Japanese and other relatively
ries because it is so
try for now, let alone the wealthy) HIV+ persons, there is new hopelabor intensive and
90% of infected people reflected not only in the tons of data but in the
expensive, but breakthroughs permitting much who live in developing nations. As o:o,e com- life stories being extended and animated every
higher volume and thus cheaper testing have mentator remarked, "If AIDS could be cured by day. Some of us are cautiously peeking out _rJ. _.
occurred recently.
one glass of clean water, the cure would be out our bunkers, looking at the possible future in a
The basic scientists were also quite excited of reach for a majority of the world's PWAs."
new way, and whispering to each other, "D'ya
For now, we have won victories that mean think we might actually live long enough to get
about the newly discovered proteins or
"chemokines" which seem to either facilitate or the federal/state AIDS Drug Assistance old?"
As individuals facing choices only partially
prevent infection of immune system cells with Program (ADAP) and Medicaid (MediCal in
HIV. These are also the same as or related to the California) will include protease inhibitors and informed, we have little choice-we either roll the
long-sought (by UCSF's Dr. Jay Levy and others) combination therapy regimens in their coverage.
dice and decide to wait, or we make the best
CDS cell factor or factors that seem to make cer- However, if long-term treatment at $16,000- educated guesses we and our providers can
tain people almost immune to HIV infection $25,000 a year is adopted by large numbers of come up with and hope the new monitoring
despite repeated high-risk exposures, and per- people currently in care as well as those we will
tools will help us correct our flight paths early
haps contribute to long-term non-progression by encourage to discover their HIV positivity and enough. As a community, or a collection of intersome infected people. Though the sessions seek treatment, it won't take long to break the woven communities, and as individual actors in
about chem:okines were mobbed, · it didn't get bank. (I estimate the national annual cost of sim- the lives of these communities, we do have a
much press-perhaps because reseru:chers are still ply providing these. drugs to half the currently range of choices. It is my belief that the progress
divided on the meaning of these new discoveries non-treated HIV+ population as $8 billion a we've made to date is largely because of collecand their possible relevance to treatments or year.) What will be the effect of cost-cutting pres- tive responses and collective action on behalf of
vaccines. Dr. Robert Gallo .and some of his col- sures in HMOs and managed care plans? Fewer ourselves and our larger communities. I dare _,
leagues believe that chemokines can be the basis and fewer HIV-infected people have private hope that we can renew that ethic and spirit of
of both vaccines and new antiviral drugs that insurance coverage.
sharing.
"
Some activists are demanding more governcan be much cheaper, more natural and easier to
take than anything now available.
ment funding especially for anti-HIV drugs Reprinted from the Being Alive August 1996 newdetter. For
Finally, a number of researchers have put forwhile others are demanding that the drug com- subscription information, call (213) 667-3262. or write to
ward a rational and testable hypothesis that HIV panies lower thej.r prices. While both strategies Being Alive, 3626 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 900.~6.
can be entirely eradicated from an infected per- may provide short-term benefit, neither one
son's body, if the infection is treated early seems particularly realistic to me as a long-term
enough, long enough and "hard" enough. This is guide to action. Capitalism demands maximum
where the "cure for AIDS" hype comes from. It is profits and PWAs compete with a host of other
clearly way premature, perhaps irresponsible unmet health and social needs in a climate of
hype, to describe this hypothesis. (This deserves right-wing politi~al reaction. We clearly need a
and will get a whole separate article next renewed AIDS-activist movement, more leaders
Trials Search Guide is a free quarterand rank and filers, and a lively discourse on
mo~th.)
ly listing of clinical trials for HIV-relatstrategy.
ed diseases in California. For a copy,
And Now the Problems
3. "Compliance" with the schedule for taking
.
visit
the Monterey County AIDS ......,
1. We remain ignorant of much we need to
the protease inhibitors appears, at least for now,
Project office at 780 Hamilton Ave.,
know about how and when to use these new to be very important in preventing the multipliantiviral combinations. This ignorance results in cation of resistant virus. It is also very difficult,
Seaside or 10 Sherwood Dr. #4,
disagreements among experts and confusion for especially with the other restrictions about takSalinas. You can also call 1-800-492PWAs and local doctors. For instance, the ing drug on an empty or full stomach and about
5777 or visit their website at
International AIDS Society convened a panel of preventing adverse drug interactions. Some are
http:/ / www.Iibrary.ucsf.edu/ aidstrials
experts last winter to come up with a new set of wisely recommending that a person should not

As individuals facing
choices only partially
informed, we have
little choice - -we either
roll the dice and decide
to wait, or we make
the best educated
guesses we and our
providers can
come up with ...

"-· - - Visit, the MCAP Website· http://www.mbay.net/-wes/mcap/

California HIV Clinical
Trials Bulletin Available
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Roommates Wanted

NEED A PLACE
Monterey, Seaside, Marina

~Volunteer Center

MCAP Seeks Gay
Male Volunteers
.A--

he Monterey County AIDS Project (MCAP) is in need
of gay male volu13teers who want to serve as companion/ advocates for gay men with AIDS. While companion/ advocates of bot~ genders, gay and straight, are
encouraged to apply, MCAP' s gay male clients prefer other gay
men as companions.
Call 394-4747 and ask for MCAP volunteer coordinator Dean
Hanvey. He will provide all of the information you need.

T

Three professional GWM
desperately seeking 2-3
bdr rental in Monterey,
Seaside, or Marina by Oct
1st. Contact Glenn at 6221622 or John at 647-8856.

...

HAVE A PLACE

c> Companion/Advocates
Caring men and women who want to spend time with people with AIDS and help them come to terms with their illness.
Specific duties include taking walks, going out to dinner, listening, visiting them in the hospital, helping to fill out insurance
paperwork, telling stories, shopping (possibly including shopping for a new doctor), planning a birthday party, etc. Must be
available for 40 hour training program held over two consecutive weekends. Ongoing support and training provided.

Man to Man Volunteers
Man to Man is a program designed to help prevent
HIV/ AIDS transmission among men who have sex with men
...,. through distribution of safer sex information and materials. Bar
outreach workers and special events coordinators are needed.

Office Volunteers
Friendly men and women are needed to answer the phone
and provide general office assistance at our busy Seaside and
Salinas offices. must be available to work a minimum of one 4-hour shift per week. MCAP office hours are Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Salinas office closed Wednesdays
Required training is a 2-hour general volunteer orientation and
"on the job" training provided by the MCAP office manager. If
you enjoy meeting and helping people, have a good sense of
humor and want to be exteremely appreciated, this may be the
job for you.

~

Helpers
Needed to assist people living with AIDS and disability HIV
disease to accomplish activities of daily living. Greatest needs
are providing transportation to medical appointments, housekeeping chores, meal preparation, running errands, etc.
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I'm Just a Gal Who Can't Say No
Well, depending, of course. Discreet,
clean, sober, healthy, compassionate,
lusty, worldly, wise. Intelligent, high
libido & playful. Offering skilled
massage trades or erotic recreational
indoor sport for any lovely, horny
gal who is old enough to know the
difference between love and lust;
young enough to still be sponta- neous. Let's take each other off the
planet! (#030101)

Monterey

Harley-only Dyke

Roommate wanted by
GWF, 44. Monterey Forest;
lovely view, $410 / mo +
phone. Inc. own bath,
W JD, util. You need to be
gay/ lesbian, responsible,
quiet, caring employed.
No smoke, drugs, parties.
Must love large dogs.
Available now. Call 3735393.

Wants more of same to ride, wrench,
camp with. Also seeking cheap living situation; have own RV or?
(#030102)
,

Salinas
Here is a rundown of tlie other volunteer positions MCAP needs to fill
this month, including a m~re detailed description of the duties of a
companion/advocate:

Women Seeking Women

Progressive Salinas household. Sunset views, 1 acre
near stores & hwy.
Dependable, respectful &
fun loving. $300+utils.
Female preferred . .Call Dee
or Rosalinda at 783-0209.

Seaside 45, GWF has home to
share. I have a 2BR 2BA
mobilehome. In need of a
warm, loving housemate. I
have a jealous _b lk cat. I am
semi-disabled and need
lawn work done by you.
$450 I mo+phone. Call Sue
at 394-5838.

Men Seeking Men

Handsome Muscular Male
45, art class life model and massage student looking for warm, gentle,
loving, any-age man who really
appreciates the male physique. I am
open minded and uninhibited. P.O.
Box 22201, Carmel, CA, 93922.

Well-Oiled Gladiators Apply
WM, 41, amateur BB wants to make
contact with pro or other amateur
BBs who enjoy oiling up, admiring,
massaging and maybe some more
safe fun. I'm handsome, 6'1", 195#,
sandy-blond, full head of hair,
smooth tan face and bod and run at
· peak testosterone levels. It's my best _
muscle and never fatigues. Ever
Greek wrestled the real way? Any
race. (#030103)

Me: Good Looking G/M

New Face in Town
Bi-curious, successful male new to
_Monterey, not into bars, VGL, shy,
Leo discreet. 6'1", mid-30's,
French/Italian, 170#, brown/black,
HIV-. Seeking LTR only. Great sense
of humor seeks similar, serious only.

Wants partner into safer sex. You:
Blond or brunette, tall or short as
long as you_know how to have a
good, hot time and stay safe.
Imagination is our only limit. If you
are new to safer sex, I'll show you.
Reply soon!!! (#02026)

Responding to a Personal Ad in ·3 Easy Steps
Please Note:
The Paper cannot be held responsible for what transpires on meetings arranged through this service. If you respond to an ad, you do so at your own risk.
Write the number of the ad you want to respond to (e.g., #020104) on a
stamped envelope & enclose your response. This is the envelope we'll forward.
Put the envelope with your response in another stamped envelope & mail it to
The Paper at the address below. Responses received with postage due will be
thrown away.
Wait for a response. Make a date (we suggest a public place like a coffeeshop).
We love to hear success stories; we'll cover the wedding if it works out.

The Paper will run your
roommate ads for free.

Send them to us by using the
Classifieds/Personals form.
We don't screen these ads, so
please check references.

Hobbies: video production, photog- _
raphy. Send letter, photo will
respond the same.

Mail Your Responses to:

The Paper, 787 Laine St. #5
Monterey, CA 93940

Say}t. isn't. so!
An excerpt from a 1969 sex education school book:
"Confirmed, constant and habitual homosexuality (unlike the occasional homosexual encounter) always arises from some difficulty in the formation of the learned capacity to love, or from inability to esteem one's self
highly enough to think one is loveable. Psychiatrists can usually explain
individual cases of confirmed homosexuality, and many cases can be treat~,
ed and cured."
'
- Bohannan, Paul. Love, Sex and Being Human. New York: Doubleday & Co. 1969. p.97

Why .do birds suddenly.appear whenever you are nearl..:
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Community Groups - -~ · ·:;;

Women's Resources

From Wedded Wife to Lesbian Life

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)

WomenCARE

Local group for married/ Once married lesbians
now forming. Support & resources for women
making this complex transformation. Led by
Deborah Abbott, M.A., M.F.C.C. psychotherapist
and author. For info or to register, call (408) 4642168. Confidentiality assured. Individual sessions
also available.

Central Office. 373-3713 or 424-9874

Women's cancer advocacy, resources and education, 457-CARE

:r_

•

-· .- ·

American Ovil Liberties Union (ACLU) for
Monterey County
373-4491 or 373-0823

BAYMEC
Lesbian & gay political organization. Call 899-2263
for info.

Grande Cypress Empire of Monterey

After Dark
Dancing, patio, full bar. 214 Lighthouse Ave., New
Monterey (near the Presidio, cross street Reeside)
373-7828. After Dark Info Line, 373-8470

A non-profit fundraising organization benefiting
local gay and AIDS agencies. 899-2048

Integrity

Blue Lagoon

Gay Episcopalian group. Call 484-2326.

"Alternative" da!1cing in the heart of Santa Cruz.
Dancing, full bar, mixed straight/ gay crowd. 923
Pacific Avenue, Santa Cruz, 423-7117.

Lesbian Alliance
A local group offering a variety of social activities.
Call 648-4338 for more information.

Franco's Norma Jean

Metropolitan Community Church

Dancing, restaurant, full bar. 10639 Merritt St.,
Castroville (near the Wells Fargo Bank). 633-2090

Services held Sunday, 10 am at Mariposa
Hall, 801 Lighthouse Ave, Monterey. Call Rev. Jean
Hart, 335-0466.

Title IX
A women's sports bar. Pool tables, full bar, snacks.
Men welcome. 281 Lighthouse Ave. (cross street
Dickman) in New Monterey. 373-4488.

Crisis Hotlines -

-·". · ,:·- ·=f

Defensa de Mujeres Hotline
685-3737: provides bicultural crises intervention,
1;upport, advocacy, and counseling for survivor of
rape and domestic violence, they operate a confidential shelter for battered women and their children, and offers Temporary Restraining Order
assistance and court accompaniment. 24 hours,
every day, bilingual.

HIV testing and other services. 755-4512

- Monterey Pride Association (MPA)
Responsible for planning -and organizing
Monterey's Annual gay pride festival and parade.
P.O. Box 2551, Monterey, CA 93942. Call Scott at
655-9568 or Wes at 655-3756. E-mail wes@mbay.net.

Women's Crises Support Hotline
429-1478: crises intervention, support, advocacy,
and counseling for women who have experienced
domestic violence, sexual assault, or chemical
dependency, operates a confidential shelter for battered women and their children, and offers
Temporary Restraining Order Assistance and court
accompaniment. 24 hours, every day, bilingual. -

Youth Services Crises Line
425-0771: help and counseling for teens (including
runaways) with family conflicts, emotional, personal, or drug and or alcohol problems, and
neglect, abuse and or molestation. 24 hours; every
day, bilingual.

·
4

Monterey, 655-FLAG: Meets the 4th Tuesday of
every month in Carmel. Call 655-FLAG for info on
meetings and speakers.Other local chapters: San
Jose, Gilroy & Morgan Hill, 270-8182: Menlo Park
and San Mateo, (415) 857-1058, Santa Cruz (408)
662-4780:

Peninsula Professionals Network (PPN)
A social group for professional men & women
from the Central Coast. Meetings are held the second Wednesday of every month. 659-2446.

Salud Para La Genie
Comprehensive health services and education in
Spanish and English for the Pajaro Valley. Call 7633413 (voicemail).

Monterey County AIDS Project (MCAP)
Services for those with HN / AIDS. Volunteers
always welcome. 780 Hamilton, Seaside, 394-4747;
and 10 Sherwood Dr. Ste. 5, Salinas, 772-8200.

Gay /Lesbian/Bisexual/Transgendered
Advisory Committee of MCAP
A way for individuals from the gay community to
let MCAP know what's·on their minds. Meets the
2nd Fri. of each month, call 647-8033.

Diversity Advisory Committee of MCAP
An ad hoc committee to promote minority access
to HN / AIDS services throughout Monterey
County. Meetings alternatebetween Salinas and
Monterey. For meeting information call Deborah
Aguayo,Delgado at 394-4747.

HIV+ Hypnotherapy Workshop
Hypnosis for Healing invites HIV+ men & women
to a monthly relaxation workshop. For more info,
call MCAP at 394-4747.

HIV+ Support Group for Men & Women

Battered Lesbians Support Therapy
For lesbians involved in emotionally o; physically
abusive relationships. Meets weekly (there is a
, fee). Call 649-6283.

Monterey Rape Crisis Center
Rape Crisis Line, 375-4357; North County Crisis
line, 633-5900; Office, 373-3955.

Slightly Older Lesbians

of Santa Cruz ,and the Greater Monterey Bay area
42?-4556

Bisexual Resources~~-,·:;;s,~-- · ~,
Bisexual Support Group
Guided rap.and discussion group. At the Billy
Defrank Center (see listing under "Community"),
293-2429

Women's Bisexual Network

list Under:

D

Community Resource

--------------------------

Personals:
0 Women.Seeking Women
0 Men Seeking Men
0 Bisexual

0

Alternative lifestyles

0
0
0

Transgender
Transvestite
Other _ _ _ __

(Men Seeking Women, Women Seeking Men)

( Please pri~t CLEARLY. Use another sheet of paper if you need more spac;:e.)

Transvestite Resources: ;-:. , :.
Flowering al The Blue Rose
So many. who are really girls! Longing, frustration.
Blue Rose offers help to thf?se really wanting to
come out. No meetings. B.R. parties at safe locations. Do you have a cozy home? Lessons on how
to become a transvestite. B.R. is actively bi, gay,
erotic. Ages 30-60. Non-dressers can be fun too!
Call Gayle 685-2309.

Transgender Resources ~---"'~*'
Transgender Support Groups
Meets in Carmel, Tuesday evenings, 6:00--7:30 p.m.,
Starting Sept. 5th. Call Terri Austin at (408) 6496283/ (408) 625-5573.

The Paper cannot process your ad without the following info:

Name

Transgender Support Group
462-3663

1328 Commerce Lane in Santa Cruz. A great
resource for all of your queer needs. Call 425LGBC for info on programs & activities.

Street Address

The Magic, Music & ' Memory Foundation of
Monterey County is a local non-profit 501C4 public benefit corporation dedicated to promoting a
fun and inexpensive environment through entertainment while raising funds for W()rthy causes.
P.O. Box 2551, Monterey, CA 93942. Call Scott or
Diana at 655-9568.

City
Man to Man

b

· OTHER AREA RESOURCES·
African American Men's Group
At the Billy Defrank (see listing under
"Community", San Jose, 293-2429

A.friendly gathering for area residents. Call 4233829 for more information.

High Tech Gays
At the Billy Defrank Center. 293-2429. Point your
browsers to
http:/ /www.htg.org/ general/ resources.html

Equinox

Santa Cruz Pride

Housing and other services for HN + folks.
Michael Center, 540 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey,
655-1737

Annual LGBT parade and celebration, P.O. Box
8280, Santa Cruz, CA 95061, Attn: Pride, 425LGBC.

Moms for Moms

Southbay Leather and Uniform Group (SLUG)

Support group for moms of people with AIDS.
Meets the 2nd & 4th Weds. of every month in
Monterey. Call 655-1737 or Jeanne Steinbach at
484-2265.

947-SLUG.

Triangle Speakers
A Santa Cruz County Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Education Project, 849 Almar Avenue #C222, Santa
Cruz, 95060 (mail only). 425-3227

LEGAL STUFF YOU SHOULD READ
Guidelines: Include any information about
yourself that you would like to share, but
please note that The Paper reserves the right to
edit for graphic language or reject any ad
deemed offensix.e or negative. The Paper will
only consider ads submitted by persons 18
years of age or older. No ads seeking persons
under age 18 will be published Disdaimer: The

Men's Night Out
Social gathering 457-1441

Radical Faeries

Social gathering (for men under 30) 457-1441

John XXIII AIDS Ministry

b

support for young gay, bi,and questioning me~:
903 Pacific Avenue, Suite 207A, Santa Cruz, CA
95060, 457-1441

Voces de Ambiente

The LGBTCC's amazing monthly newsletter, P.O.
Box 8280, Santa Cruz, CA 95061,
SCLGBTCC@AOL.COM, 425-LGBC

I certify that the above information is accurate and complete:
(Signature required)

At the Billy Defrank Center (see listing under
"Community"), 293-2429

Santa Cruz County ln·Qweery

For Classified Ads:

PO Box 7070, Santa Cruz, CA 95061

335-5861

Family, Friends, & Partners Group

(Signature required)

Bayside Bare Boys

Physically Disabled Queers (PDQ)

Meets the 1st & 3rd Suns. of the month in Salinas
at 7 p.m. Call Tom Sanguino for location and more
info 655-4080.

I certify that I am 18 years of age or older:

649-2555

Billy Defrank Lesbian/Gay Community Center

Gays Over (and Under) Forty Potluck

Zip

For Personal Ads:

Gay Men's Health Coalition

• OTHER AREA RESOURCES·
175 Stockton Avenue, San Jose, CA 95126, 293-2429,
Gay & Lesbian Legal Association of Santa Cruz
459-8901, Gay/Lesbian /Bisexual Resource Center
Merrill College1 UCSC, 459-2468
·

State

Phone

Offering a variety· of sex positive programs and
events. Sponsor of Hot & Healthy safer sex parties,
gay male outreach and education. Contact Justin
Larson at 772-8202.

Young Men's Movie Night

~-

- ·. -~·

Of Santa Cruz and the Greater Monterey Bay Area
427-4556.

23~1034

sc-.g_ ·- ·- ••

D Classified

459-0607

Women's Bisexual Network

Deadline is October 25th

Classifieds
& Personals

For Lesbians coming out, becoming empowered,
wanting healthy relationships with self and others.
Weekly, fee charged. Call 648-4405.

San Jose Pride

Proyecto SIDA de Santa Cruz Bilingual services
and support for Santa Cruz County. 911A Center
Street, PO Box 557, Santa Cruz 95061, 427-3900.

- _ - _-·

Lesbian Therapy Group

Sponsored by the Monterey County AIDS Project
(MCAP). Croup meets every 2nd and 4th Tuesday
at 7 p.m. at MCAP in Seaside. Call MCAP for more
information at 394-4747.

Santa Cruz AIDS Project

~

Santa Cruz L/G/B/T Community Center

3M Foundation
,.

__

The Paper
Monterey County's only gay newspaper. Write for
us, take photos, draw cartoons, help with layout or
distribution. Call Wes at 655-3756, or write to P.O.
Box 2081, Monterey, 93942-2081 or wes@mbay.net

Parents & Friends -of Lesbians & Gays (Pf LAG)

Suicide Prevention Hotline
458-5300: confidential peer support counseling and
emergency intervention for community members
in danger of harming themselves. 24 hours, every
day, bilingual.

HIV/AIDS Resources ..

Monterey County Health Department
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-

Gay, bi, questioning Latino men's support group,
427-5596

Send your com111unity
resource information
to The Paper.
Listings are free
for local non-profit
_organizations

,

Paper holds or assumes no responsibility for
the content of personal ads, nor to any reply
received by the advertiser. The adven:a
assumes full and total liability for the content
of the ad and all replies received. The advertiser agrees that The Paper and its employees
are to be indemnified of any liabilities, damages resulting from the publication, or any
costs or expenses (including attorney's fees).

·•

Clip & mail this lovely form to The Paper, Attn: Clilssffieds
787 Laine St. #5, Monterey, CA 93940 , (

The Paper is a digitally savvy queer publication.
Layout is done in the PowerMac native version of
Quark Xpress on Wes' elegant and powerful
Power Macintosh computer. Non°digital text'
from faxes, press releases, handouts, and trick
pads is typed or OCR-ed via TextBridge into the
digital domain and edit1
ed by yours truly at
Garrapata Beach. Photos
are developed at Long's and scanned in at 170 dpi
prior to being flagrantly aitered in Photoshop.
EPS images are created using Streamline and
Illustrator. National news comes via the Web,
America Online, and the grapevine. Completed
Quark files are transferred to a Syquest cartridge
for output direct to film at 1200 dpi. Printing is
done by the handsome and talented presspeople
at The Herald. Monterey's Gay Homepage is

,

updated weekly or monthly (depending on my
state of mental health) in Pagemill and
updloaded every other week to Monterey Bay
Internet's server, whom we love dearly. The layout staff works to "Vladimir Ashkenazy:
Prokofiev Piano Concertos 1-5" on London,
"Deep UK House" , various
, •
artists, "Peace Beyond
Passion", Meshell,.iegeocello, "Furik On Fire'!, The Ohio Players; and
"The Singles: 1969-1973", The Carpenters.
Chronic shortness of breath and stomach upset
courtesy of a two pack-a-day Winston habit.
Distribution is done out of the back of Wes's silvery 1990 Mitsubishi Mirage, now identifiable by
the screams eminating from its failin& front
brakes. The Paper is a 80% digital, 90% queer publication. We try harder for you.
·

Send in Your-Resource-Listings Today - -The Paper, 187 Laine St. #S, Monterey, (A, 93940-- · (408) 6SS·37S6 -: -- -·- ··""· ·~,
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payable to"The Paper" to 787
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